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Hof Connection Update 351
July 16, 2008
www.hofreunion.com

Jerry Mangas - Secretary
hofreunion@dejazzd.com

Just to start off on a really high note...
"Einen bitteren Geschmack kennt man aus der schönen Literatur, wenn
eine große Liebe zu Ende geht oder aus dem Restaurant, wenn der
Koch das Steak mit Ohrenschmalz gebraten hat."
Takes all kinds, I guess.
>From "Was war, was wird" at
http://www.heise.de/newsticker/Was-war-Was-wird--/meldung/110833
What? You've lost your Hofersprache?
Very loosely translated....
In beautiful literature, a man can learn that great love coming to an end
leaves a bitter taste in your mouth. The same thing happens in a
restaurant when the Chef broils your steak in earwax.
Bleah!
And on a subject of much better taste...
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Current MYRTLE BEACH REGISTRATIONS
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A note on the above format. I have an idea that some of the difficulty people have in
receiving the update correctly (and the reason for moving some addresses to the PDF
format) is because I use "cut and past" from other formats and messages and that
apparently confuses some email settings/programs.
This time I am using a simple screen grabber that I always use for the weekly
Adjutant updates to see if that solves the problem that some have experienced in the
last two weeks.

Re Centerfolds and "cute young ladies"
In #350 I republished the pic of the girl on the runway asking for the
source of the included information (Kaufhof model, 5K club etc) and
received the following:
From Phil Ruth (a 3 tour survivor!)
I don't remember sending you a note about the fashion show, but I did give you some
background over the phone. Russ Breighner and I were over at Van Conway's
apartment here in Hagerstown, and Van brought out all of these photos of the
fashion show. He had taken all of them himself, including the one that you have
in Update #350. He said that all of the models were from the Kaufhof, and were
not dependent wives. (He knows this because he dated one of the models for
a while.) The show was done in the 5K Club. They had set up a
"runway" running down the middle of the floor from back near the left end of the bar
out toward the front door. The lamps on the wall in the background of the #350
photo were above the shuffleboard table. The guy in the foreground wearing the
sports coat is Don Hauerberg. There wasn't a requirement to wear such in the
Club. That was just Don being Don.. Back to the photos, Val gave them to Russ to
copy and scan-in.

And more on Kaufhof models...
Sir: (Sir? ed.)
I attended one of those "model" shows @ 5KClub...beautiful ladies...didn't
wear coat& tie neither...Believe the base
librarian (a German National & I've forgotten her name) had town connections. Neat
lady; very ladylike!
She helped make lots of things happen for us...she liked AF
guys...helped arrange tickets to Selb China Factory
Jazz shows---Brubeck, Herbie Mann, Louis Armstrong, and others...also to Saltzburger
Festspiel and to the Army's
Green Arrow Hotel, and Ludwig's Castle, while I was @ Hof.
Her uncle ran a fair-sized Hof bakery not far from barracks...if she liked you, she'd
arrange to pick-up fresh-baked Brotchen as we went on mids. They were still hot.
I remember more than one of those model shows. The AP's helped escort models to
club; they dressed in base library
which had temporary AP guards. I remember the wives of married guys complained
about Army guys' drinking and loud comments during the show I went to. We were
warned about it personally later from Major Miller at one of our shift meetings @ the
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site. They were really beautiful models and treated us single guys well; some guys
got dates. Not me unfortunately!
Pete Lukasiak (A1C)
Hof - 6915 RSM Crypto - 1960-63.

And again... from the photo-source!
Jerry, Ref your Hof Reunion update dated July 9, 2008.
The photo was taken at a Kaufhof Fashion Show. I was the cameraman and I gave
the pics to Russ Breichner for his photo presentation at the upcoming reunion in
Myrtle Beach. I managed the Photo Lab and worked Comm while at Hof (59-62).The
guys at the table were in the 15th and are (L to R): Ray Blackburn (Connecticutt), ?
Danner (ops) I forget the guy in the white coat's name. The ladies on the right are
the Motor Pool NCOIC's wife (far right) and the other two were wives. The young man
at Rays left shoulder is Mike Ramsey (Comm). You will see the whole shebang at
Myrtle Beach. I am on disability but am hoping I can get there.
Keep up the outstanding job of keeping us informed.
Van Conway
Hagerstown, MD
301 766-7216 and Cell: 301 730-7873

Now that you've solved the Kaufhof Models question...
A photo from Ed Crump via CA...
In the picture Ed is on the far right. Any idents on the other ladies and gentlemen in
the pic... Probably all 15th personnel from the mid 60's?
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And for the "older timers"...

This is the Luftbrucke memorial in front of Templehof in Berlin.
The matching memorial is at the former Rhein-Main Airbase in Frankfurt.
78 pilots and crew were killed during this operation.
http://www.german-way.com/alfoto01.html

Veterans honor Berlin Airlift's 60th anniversary

by Staff Sgt. Jason David
Air Force News Agency Det. 4
6/30/2008 - BERLIN (AFRNS) -- American, British and French veterans have
returned to Germany to commemorate the 60th anniversary of the Berlin
Airlift.
Dr. Helmut Trotnow, the curator of the Allied Museum in Berlin, attributed
part of the dissolution of the Soviet blockade to the U.S. armed forces
involved in the airlift.
"This is not just an aspect of history in the books, but it's flesh and blood
human beings," he said. "They had feelings. They had hopes. They had
thoughts. They had ideas, and you know if they hadn't had stuck to their
ideas of freedom and democracy, the Berlin Airlift might not have been a
success."
The Berlin Airlift kicked off with Operation Vittles. Its mission was to
supply roughly 1,500 tons worth of goods daily to keep more than 2 million
Berliners alive after the Soviets halted all ground traffic into the city. West
Berlin, deep inside Soviet-held East Germany, was occupied by Allied
interests: the United States, Great Britain and France.
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In June 1948, the newly created U.S. Air Force, with help from the French
and British air forces reacted to the blockade with continual daily flights
that dropped much needed food and supplies into West Berlin. On May 12,
1949, the Soviet government yielded and lifted the blockade.
"We had a job to do and we got it done," said retired Master Sgt. Jonny
Macia, an aircraft maintainer from the airlift. "The crews were flying night
and day. We had everybody doing their job, and at Templehoff, the planes
were coming in about every 90 seconds. The aircraft were tearing up the
runways, so the German's had men and women on the side with shovels
and sand and tar filling up the holes. It took everyone to run the operation.
At the time we just thought we needed to get it done."
The Airlift ended Sept. 30, 1949, 15 months after it started. In total, the U.S.
and British aircrews delivered more than 2.3 million tons of goods from
277,569 flights to Berlin. Some historians say this "battle" saved more than
2.5 million people without firing a single shot. (Courtesy of Air Force Print
News)
And thanks to Robert Sikes for the link to http://www.retirees.af.mil/

on this same link, do a search for "afterburner" for a AF retirees newsletter!

And from the same link...
No more Indiana U, Syracuse U, Monterey or Yale for the lingie?
(And I read recently on a US Army site that 98G's (203's) are being
language immersion-trained in the Ukraine! I wonder if our
Bier-immersion training in Hof would count?)

New language program Web site aids deploying troops

by John J. Kruzel
American Forces Press Service
7/15/2008 - WASHINGTON (AFPN) -- Officials who oversee a Defense
Department program that provides cultural and linguistic training to
soon-to-deploy military personnel have activated a new Web site.
Launched this month, the Defense Language Institute Foreign Language
Center's new online resource offers deploying servicemembers easier
access to hundreds of linguistic materials, free of charge, according to a
DLIFLC news release.
Language lessons can be viewed, downloaded and ordered at
www.dliflc.edu under the "Products" tab. Aspiring students must register
and receive DLIFLC account approval before placing an order.
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Among other curricula, the Web site offers Language Survival Kits:
pocket-size booklets with audio CDs in more than 30 languages that outline
common greetings, military commands, medical vocabulary and other
useful phrases in the native tongue of the students' destination.
The Monterey, Calif.-based language institute also offers new Headstart
language DVD programs that use cutting-edge technology and computer
animation to teach 80 hours of self-paced lessons and are designed to
teach survival phrases in Iraqi Arabic and in Afghan Dari and Pashto, the
release states.
The institute is a component of a comprehensive Defense Department
language roadmap published in January 2005 and the National Security
Language Initiative that President Bush proposed a year ago.
Gail H. McGinn, deputy undersecretary of defense for plans, oversees the
Defense Department's foreign-area officer program, a linguistics initiative
that embeds cultural and linguistic specialists with military members in
their region of expertise.
Ms. McGinn said language has a unique ability to connect U.S. operators
with their foreign counterparts and local civilians.
"To be able to communicate with the people, to understand what they're
saying, to understand what they're thinking, to understand what their
habits are and the correct way to interact with people is incredibly
important," she said during an interview with an American Forces Press
Service reporter in December.
The cooperation among federal agencies, Congress and the White House on
linguistic initiatives underscores the increasingly prominent role language
skills play in U.S. missions at home and abroad.
"Deficits in foreign language learning and teaching negatively affect our
national security, diplomacy, law enforcement, intelligence communities
and cultural understanding," a National Security Language Initiative fact
sheet on the State Department Web site states.
"The NSLI will dramatically increase the number of Americans learning
critical-need foreign languages ... through new and expanded programs
from kindergarten through university and into the work force," according to
the fact sheet.

I wonder if they have programs in English? And I have NEVER understood
why, in the US we feel we need to wait till high school to teach foreign
languages! Start 'em in pre-school and use native language speakers!! e
End of editorial commentary. YMMV. ed.

Mailing anything to Germany?
Be sure to include the captial letter D in front of the postal code, as in
D19545 for Oberkotzau. We have not done this in the past and Robert
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Hoerath says that some of our newsletters have arrived in Germany via
Japan (where zip codes are also now in use!)

From the desk of the Adjutant, Joe Kessler,
hofreunion@roadrunner.com

And way off base... depending on where you live...
Cultural Happenings from Jerry Middendorf:
German fests in the US in August:

But before we list the imitation fests....
The Real Thing!
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Pic by Mike Becker (D)

Helen, GA
Saturday nights, June 14 through August 10: Bavarian Nights of Summer.
Call 706-878-1619, E-Mail office@helenchamber.com, or visit
www.helenchamber.com. '
Frederick, MD
First Friday of the month: Der Stammtisch at Brewer's Alley, 124 N. Market
Street. Call 301-631-0127.
Indianapolis, IN
First Wednesday and first Saturday of the month: Docent-led tours of the
Athenaeum at 401 East Michigan Street. Call 317-630-4569, ext. 1 or E-Mail
athfound@sbcglobal.net.
Columbus, OH
August 1-3: Brats & Crafts Festival. St. James Lutheran Church, 5660
Trabue Rd. Call 937-642-4135 or EMail kenandmarymusik@yahoo.com
Liverpool, NY
August 3: Bavarian Fest. Longbranch Park. Sponsored by the Bavarian Club
Almenrausch. Call 315-447-3268 or visit
www.bavarianclubalmenrausch.org.
Covington, KY
August 7-10: Corridor 127
- World's Longest Yard Sale. Mainstrasse Village to Gadsden, AL. Call
859-491-0458 or visit www.mainstrasse.org.
Kutztown, PA
August 9-10: Old Time Plow Boys Plowing Show. Demonstrations, food, and
vendors. Pennsylvania German Cultural Heritage Center, 22 Luckenbill
Road. Call 610-683-1589 or visit www.kutztown.edu/community/pgchc.
Hays, KS
August 8-10: Herzogfest. Honey Braun Park. Celebrate heritage of this
Volga German community. Call 785-625-9797 or visit www.herzogfest.com.
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Rochester, NY
August 8-10: German Fest. Gates Memorial Park, 150 Spencerport Road.
Visit www.rochestergerman. com.
Honesdale, PA
August 15-17: 30th Annual Oktoberfest. Music, food, and drink. Call
570-253-5899, E-Mail info@ thealpineonline.com, or visit www.
thealpineonline.com.
Harmony, PA
August 16: Harmony Museum German Dinner. Reservations required. Call
888-821-4822, E-Mail hmuseum@zoominternet.net, or visit
www.harmonymuseum.org.
Buffalo Grove, IL
August 16-17: 131st Cannstatter Volksfest/Schwaben Fest. Schwaben
Center, 301 N. Weiland Road. Call 630-653-1716 or visit www.
schwabenverein.org.
Covington, KY
August 17: Mainstrasse Village Classic Car Show. Sixth Street Promenade.
Call 859-491-0458 or visit www.mainstrasse.org.
Cincinnati, OH
August 22-24: Germania's 38th Annual Oktoberfest. Call 513-742-0060 or
visit www.germaniasociety.com.
Newington, CT
August 22-24: Hartford Sangerbund Bierfest. 179 North Mountain Road. Call
860-953-8967 or visit www.intelab.com/hsb.
Oregon, OH
August 22-24: 43rd Annual German-American Festival. Sponsored by the
G.A.F. Society. Oak Shade Grove, 3624 Seaman Street, Oregon, OH.
Ambridge, PA
August 23: Gertrude's Geburtstag. Old Economy Village. Experience a
German birthday celebration. Call
724-266-4500 or visit www.oldeconomyvillage.org.
Hagerstown, MD
August 23-24: Augustoberfest. Downtown Hagerstown. Call 301739-8577,
ext. 116 or visit www. augustoberfest.org.
Fredericksburg, TX
August 29-31: 5th Biennial Vereins Quilt Guild Show. American Legion Hall,
726 Hwy. 87 S. (Washington St.). Call 830-990-8023.
Berea, OH
August 29-September 1: 2008 Labor Day Oktoberfest. Berea Fairgrounds.
Visit www.bereaoktoberfest. com.
Philadelphia, PA
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August 30-September 1: 136th Oktoberfest. Cannstatter Volksfest, 9130
Academy Road. Call 215-3320121 or visit www.cvvphilly.com.
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Secretary, Hof Reunion Association wrote:

Hof Connection Update 352
www.hofreunion.com

Jerry Mangas - Secretary
hofreunion@dejazzd.com

And we have a winner for Branson2009!
The following is a slightly edited note to the Board of Directors from Bill Ward,
our 1st VP:
Bill Ward writes:

Gentlemen: We are all at home again and after a good nights
rest I am submitting our report to the Board. We had a
productive and enjoyable visit to Branson. I must admit that I
was prejudging Branson in somewhat of a negative light. BOY
was I wrong, what a great town. You have to have been there
to really appreciate it.
Now down to the nut and bolts. After a lot of legwork and
negations the venue for the 2009 reunion will be The Radisson
Hotel. There will be a slight twist to the days will hold the
reunion.The dates are Tuesday 9/1 to Sunday 9/6 2009. This is
a slow time for the hotels and we received (according to
Debbie) the best rates for the Radisson she has ever seen.
Those rates are as follows. Deluxe Standard Room $70.00 +
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Tax. The rooms have 2 Queens or 1 King and are for 2
occupants. For the 3rd or 4th occupant in room $10.00 each.
The 9th floor Suites are King size beds. $70.00 room rates are
for 3 days prior to 3 days after if room are available. Members
wanting Suites are $159.00 per night. Lunch Buffet program
Thursday afternoon and Banquet Dinner program Saturday.
Still have to work out contracts and more info will be
forthcoming. If you have any question as to what I have
submitted ask away. Last but not least I want to thank Don
Riverkamp and my lovely wife Edie for all the help and
support,Don for his silver tongue and Edie for her keen eye for
detail.
Bill

The Raddison Hotel, Branson
Deep in the Ozarks!

AVOID LATE MYRTLE BEACH REGISTRATION FEE 9 weeks and a wake-up (but
who's counting!)
Registration Form and Fee of $78 per person, must be post marked by August
5th, 2008, to avoid a $25 surcharge for late registration. The mailing
address is on bottom left hand corner of registration form. The registration
fees are 100% refundable until September 1st, after which a 50% forfeiture
fee will be assessed for all cancellations due to HRA costs, and contract
commitments, UNLESS, there is a documented Emergency or Medical Condition.
AUGUST 5TH, 2008, IS ALSO THE DEADLINE FOR ORDERING YOUR
COMMEMORATIVE 2008 HRA
TEE SHIRT(S) WITH THE HOF REUNION ASSOCIATION LOGO ON THE FRONT,
AND AN
OKTOBERFEST THEME DESIGN ON THE BACK. THE SHIRTS ARE HEATHER
GRAY, AND FOR
THE FIRST TIME EVER, ARE AVAILABLE IN LADIES AND MENS STYLES. LADIES
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SIZES
ARE AVAILABLE IN SMALL THRU EXTRA LARGE, AND MENS SIZES BETWEEN
SMALL THRU
3XXX LARGE. COST IS $9 PER SHIRT, AND MAY BE PICKED UP AT THE
REGISTRATION
TABLES IN MYRTLE BEACH ON MONDAY, OCTOBER 6TH, 2008. IF YOU WANT
A SHIRT AND
WILL NOT BE ATTENDING THE REUNION, THERE IS A $4 CHARGE, PER SHIRT,
FOR THE
PACKAGING AND MAILING.
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Some identifications...

Re the picture of the 6915th group
Several responses to that picture and others will be posted next week!

A question for the 60X guys?
Does anybody know or remember what is being referred to here?
"A Q-7 had something like 50,000 tubes. According to standard
MTBF/MTTR calculations, a machine of 10,000 tubes and 50,000 diodes
would never function. By using high-speed automated Preventive
Maintenance procedures, a site could run a year or more without
unscheduled downtime."

Apparently they replaced ALL of those 50,000 tubes at one time to prevent
equipment failure? If you have forgotten the terminology, MTBF is Mean Time
Between Failures. Only reference I have found so far to this situation might be
this link? http://ripsaw.cac.psu.edu/~mloewen/Q7/ ed.

Aw.... Shucks...
Most newspapers have an area where one can write a letter to the editor
in hope that it will be published. I am trying this approach to the HRA
update.
To the editor of the HRA connection update and I double dog dare you to publish
this:
Since I became a member of the Hof Reunion Association a few years ago,I
have become acquainted with many former Hofers. Most of these people I
really didn't not know very well or at all. I was not a trick worker,
just a Day Lady locked behind the Green Door. Now, because of the HRA and
my attendance at Nashville, I have made friends with many people, even
some from the nefarious Charlie trick.
One example is Gene Wetzel; he lives about three miles from me. He lives
on one river ( we call them creeks around here ) and I live on the other.
He positively insisted that I attend Nashville and said that me being
paralyzed from the belly button down was not a valid excuse for not
attending. He made me go!
During this past 4th of July week, another Hofer buddy helped me to
experience something I have always wanted to do. This was a BFD for me,
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although I have been around. I have been to Brazil, Chile, Peru, Panama,
Trinidad, many of the Islands, Africa, Australia, Viet Nam, Thailand,
Laos ( but that was a secret ), Japan, England, Scotland, Ireland, Italy,
most of the places mentioned in Johnny Cash's song, and of course Hof.
BUT, I always wanted to get a PHILLY CHEESE STEAK at either Pat's or Geno's
in Philadelphia. The Food Channel runs the show a couple times a year and
I would sit in my wheelchair drinking my vodka and salivate. I chose
Geno's because of their pro veteran signs. They hurry up the line by
instructing you to order WIT or WITOUT. I ordered WIT even though my slow
digestive system doesn't like it. (The "Wit" is wit' Cheese Wiz.)
Anyhow, this HOF buddy gave me the grand tour of Philadelphia. I even got
to see the famous ROCKY steps at the Art Museum. I got to see them twice
because I ordered him to circle around so I could get another look at
this chick who was walking down the steps.
We did other fun stuff also, and except for him knocking off one of the
wheels on my wheelchair, it was great. I am sworn to secrecy about
the rest of the wheel incident.
The answer to the mystery HOF buddy-----JERRY MANGAS
THANK YOU JERRY-----JoeD-- the CRYPTO DUDE

In all fairness... I have to admit in advance that Joe is paying me
to put the above letter in this update.
It is cost him one original unused USAFSS patch!
And... I don't know what Saint or Guardian Angel watches over
atheistic crippled up old geezer veterans in wheel-chairs and their
geezer veteran guides but somebody sure as hell was on duty that
day.
I did indeed give Joe the Grand Tour de Philly. Or as much as
possible from my car. The main goal of the trip as Joe said, was a
Cheese Steak at Geno's on 10th and Passyunk in Sout' Philly. And
then a shopping trip thru the Reading Terminal Market via
Chinatown! Every time we needed a "break", we caught one. From
parking spaces being in just the right spot... and yes, we did loose
a front wheel on the chair but the car was not 50 feet away in the
first spot in the parking garage, to wheel chair ramps or driveways
being available when some twit parked on a handicap ramp and
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then knowing the right roads to get easily in and out of town
(including an unexpected trip into Jersey and back).
On the ride back out the West River Drive there was not a car
around. And on the Schuylkill Expressway up above us things
were at a crawl or worse! The whole day had gone that way. Just
about Perfect!
We were even able to fix the chair wheel with a little nervous
sweat, some soap and some effort and a huge screwdriver. To
Joe's huge relief. And mine! ed.

>From the desk of the Adjutant:

Bad joke of the day
>From my WW II Seabee's uncle...

Groups of Americans were traveling by tour bus through Holland. As they
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stopped at a cheese farm, a young guide led them through the process of
cheese making, explaining that goat's milk was used. She showed the
group a lovely hillside where many goats were grazing. 'These' she
explained, 'Are the older goats put out to pasture when they no longer
produce.' She then asked, 'What do you do in America with your old
goats?' A spry old gentleman answered, 'They send us on Reunion bus
tours!
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The Hof Connection weekly update #353
July 30, 2008
www.hofreunion.com

Jerry Mangas - Secretary
hofreunion@dejazzd.com

New additions to the MB2008 list
Since the attendance list continues to grow to fantastic proportions, for this
week at least I will just add the newest names... And at this point I have to
extend a tremendous thank you to Joe Kessler, our adjutant, who keeps all
this information together and complete. What an incredible pile of work!!!!
Cathy Meyer, James M & Martina J Rankin, Janet English & Pamela Richardson, Stephen & Rhoda
Brock, Hanna Bryson & Dawn Bobbert,
Francis R Thompson (not to be confused with Francis M Thompson), Dee Pfeifer, Jack & Wilma
Petrovich, Michelle Tribble, Dick Gelaso,
Eric Duenne, Suzanne Dernoga Garcia, Russ & Audrey Jurmu, Jean Moe, and Edeltraud Bock

And a discount offer for MB2008 via CA...
Horst Gasthaus
German Restaurant&Bar
802 37th Ave. South
North Myrtle Beach, SC 29582
843-272-3351

I have received your letter about the Hof Reunion in October and would like
to offer all members that attend from October 5th thru October 10th, a
discount of 10% off on their total check amount ( alcohol not included)! Just
tell your members to mention to the waitress that they are with the Hof
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Reunion.
If you have further questions please feel free to call me after 2pm Monday
thru Saturday!
Thank you,
Thomas Doetzel
Sent via BlackBerry by AT&T

Some upcoming deadlines...
THIS WILL BE THE LAST NOTICE FOR ORDERING TEE SHIRT(S) FOR THE
2008 HRA
MYRTLE BEACH OKTOBERFEST THEME REUNION. IF YOU DESIRE TO
ORDER A MEN'S OR
LADIES' TEE SHIRT FOR THIS YEAR'S REUNION, YOUR ORDER MUST BE
POST MARKED, NO
LATER THAN, AUGUST 5TH, 2008 AND MAILED TO OUR HRA ADJUTANT
ADDRESS LISTED
BELOW. THE ASSOCIATION WILL NOT HAVE EXTRA SHIRTS FOR SALE AT
THE REUNION,
SO IF YOU WANT ONE, PLEASE ORDER AND MAIL NO LATER THAN THE
DEADLINE OF
AUGUST 5TH. THE SHIRTS ARE $9.00 EACH AND LADIES V-NECK SHIRTS
CAN BE
ORDERED IN THE FOLLOWING SIZES ONLY - SMALL, MEDIUM, LARGE, AND
EXTRA LARGE.
MEN'S TEE SHIRTS CAN BE ORDERED IN SIZES RANGING FROM SMALL TO
3XXX LARGE.
THE SHIRTS ARE HEATHER GRAY IN COLOR AND ON THE FRONT WILL BE
HOF REUNION
ASSOCIATION LOGO, AND MYRTLE BEACH 2008. THE BACK OF THE SHIRT
WILL HAVE
DESIGN WITH SHAPE OF SOUTH CAROLINA AND OKTOBERFEST THEME,
PLUS OUR WEBSITE
ADDRESS. ** NOT SURE IF YOU ORDERED SHIRT(S)? JUST GIVE JOE A CALL
AT
1-440-466-5867, OR EMAIL HIM AT HOFREUNION@ROADRUNNER.COM
REMEMBER THAT THE LADIES T'S ARE SIZED A BIT SMALL, SO UNLESS
YOU LIKE THEM SNUG, ORDER A LARGER SIZE.
ORDERS SHOULD BE MAILED TO:
HOF REUNION ASSOCIATION
6855 SOUTH RIVER ROAD
GENEVA, OH 44041-9348
2008 HRA MYRTLE BEACH REGISTRATION DEADLINE REMINDER
PLEASE REMEMBER THAT THE DEADLINE FOR REGISTERING FOR THE
2008 HRA MYRTLE
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BEACH REUNION, "WITHOUT LATE FEE PENALTY OF $25", IS TUESDAY,
AUGUST 5TH,
2008. REGISTRATION FORMS RECEIVED AT ASSOCIATION ADJUTANT'S
ADDRESS POST
MARKED ON OR BEFORE AUGUST 5TH "WILL NOT" BE ASSESSED A LATE
FEE. ANY
REGISTRATION FORMS POST MARKED AFTER AUGUST 5TH, MUST
CONTAIN THE LATE FEE
CHARGE, ALONG WITH THE REGULAR REGISTRATION FEE OF $78 PER
PERSON. FINAL
DEADLINE FOR REGISTRATION IS SEPTEMBER 1ST, 2008. IF YOU ARE
CONSIDERING
COMING TO THE REUNION, PLEASE SAVE YOURSELVES SOME MONEY AND
BEAT THE AUGUST
5TH DEADLINE. THANKS !!

Centerfolds... when we find 'em.... we show 'em!
And a question? I don't remember any of "our" cops ever
wearing lip gloss and
looking quite this good? Or maybe I just hung out in the wrong
places.

There is currently a story running around the internet that says
this AF "Cop" shot a Taliban bombmaker in the butt at 725
yards as he was squatting down and planting the device in a
roadway near her base. The story also says that both the bomb
and the bomber were reduced to Islamoburger by the shot and
the following bomb-blast.
True? Who knows... the known facts are below! The 832nd just
returned in May from a 6 month deploy at Camp Bucca in Iraq
per the Moody AFB info site.
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Senior Airman Polly-Jan Bobseine, 823rd Security Forces Squadron
fire team member, takes aim behind a M-24 Sniper Rifle to hone her
close precision engagement skills during proficiency weapons training
at a deployed location. Airman Bobseine was chosen out of more than
270,000 enlisted Airmen as one of the Air Force's 12 Outstanding
Airmen of the Year.
Senior Airman Polly-Jan Bobseine is a Security Forces Journeyman assigned
to the 823d Security Forces Squadron as a Fire Team Member, Moody Air
Force Base, Georgia. She is 21 years old. Airman Bobseine was born in
Chadwick Bay, New York, on 21 October 1984. She was home schooled and
graduated in
June 2000. She competed in state and regional High-Power Rifle
shooting, achieved New York State's 2000 Junior Trap Champion title,
taught skiing, snowboarding, and lettered in Swimming.
After graduating high school, Airman Bobseine moved to Wyoming where she
was employed as a horse wrangler until relocating to Tennessee to train
horses professionally before enlisting in the United States Air Force, leaving
in March 2003 for Lackland Air Force Base, Texas for basic training. Upon
graduation, she volunteered for a special duty assignment to the
823d Security Forces Squadron, Moody AFB, Georgia, arriving in August
2003. Since serving in the unit, Airman Bobseine has completed Army
Airborne Training, Air Force Physical Fitness Leadership School, and Army
Combat Lifesaver Training. Airman Bobseine was recently selected as the
2005 Air Combat Command Outstanding Flight Level Airman of the Year.
She is an active member of the National Cancer Research Organization and
volunteer children's swimming instructor. Airman Bobseine's military awards
include the Air Force Achievement Medal with two Oak Leaf clusters,
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Meritorious Unit Award, Global War on Terrorism Expeditionary Medal,
Global War on Terrorism Service Medal, Air Force Expeditionary Service
Ribbon with Gold Border and Small Arms Expert Marksmanship Ribbon (Rifle
and Pistol.) She is currently pursuing her private pilot license and enrolled in
Park University, working towards an Associates degree in Criminal Justice.

Damn impressive! ed.

If the History of the Iron Curtain areas in Germany holds some
interest for you..

>From www.usarmygermany.com Go to the search function on the second
page and enter Hof as a search term. You will find a ton of information on
the various Cav units in the Hof area, the various AF units, both Air Defence
and Security Service, and about the Zollpolizei and the Bundesgrenzschutz
in the Oberfranken area and beyond. Walter's site is always adding new
information as it becomes available and there is always something of
interest to the Hofer available.

Did you know...
That construction of the Kaserne began in the end of April, 1935, and that in
8 weeks the first of the Infantry buildings were complete... (from another
book, "Ein Oberfrankener Soldat" these were the E-heims or wooden
barracks, later to become the UNRRA Hof DP camp at the end of WW II). The
actual construction of the permanent buildings began in the summer of 1935
and by October of 1936, the II Battalion of the 42nd Infantry Regiment was
assigned to the Kaserne (under the command of then Major Hans Hüttner,
for whom the base is named today.) From "Kleine Geschichte der Statdt

Hof"...
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More

on the Border Regions...

Something I came across while surfing the net. It was under
http://www.usarmygermany.com It's after our time, but thought I would send
it anyway.
Jerry Middendorf

Hof Border Tour, 1979

The The 501st ABC flew Hueys and Cobras, and later, Apaches on Border
recon missions. ed.

...a piece on the "Patch" from Joe Dernoga...

Re the Q7 and a bazillion tubes...
That was the Sage system. Yes, it had thousands of tubes. I never saw one
but I worked with several people who had worked with them.
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I understand that if the air conditioning went out you did not want to be in
the room with it.
Our 412-L system at Dobra had tubes for the video and for op-amps used in a
number of servo and A/D conversions. If you opened the cabinet door these
could drift out of alignment. These tubes got rather toasty and they were
sold-in types, as you used to find in hearing aids. I cannot imagine a floor
full of 50,000 tubes in a Q7 setup.
*** Bob Morrisson, 606 ACW, 1966 - 69
And more...
In response to the question for the 60xs guys; I do remember the terms used
and the maintenance procedures. I was with the Syracuse Air Defense site
from 1961 to 1964 before going to Hof in 1965. I don’t recall that we changed
50,000 vacuum tubes at one time. We did replace a large number of them, a
particular type, because of possible failure and loss of system time loss. It
was a few years ago and lots of memories.
Ed Spellman

For those of you that did the Skytop/Syracse I, II or III tours, if you went out
to Hancock AFB for anything administrative or medical (or just to get a
break from the evil evil Syracuse University food service program) you
couldn't miss the HUGE windowless SAGE building that dominated the
skyline at Hancock. Ed Spellman worked in there... somewhere. ed.

Jerry,
If you go to this webpage it will discuss the "Q-7"
http://www.smecc.org/sage_a_n_fsq-7.htm
Regards,
Charlie Farris

An Obit....

Information received from Roy Benifield via E. T. Row.
Harry W. (Sarge) Nowinski died of lung cancer, July 2nd. Harry
served in Hof with the 6915th from 1965-68. He and his side
kick, Roy Benifield, attended the Las Vegas and Biloxi
Reunions. Two fine and unforgetable gentlemen to those who
knew them. Roy plans on attending the MB get-together.
(Roy Benifield, Martin, GA, (706) 356-5245)
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And from the desk of the Adjutant, Joe kessler,
hofreunion@roadrunner.com
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A View from the Blick (also known as off-base)
My wife and I just returned from a short trip to the Detroit area. Total
distance of close to 1200 miles or so. The cheapest gas we found was at
the I-280/I-80 exit on the east side of Toledo. We paid $3.63 for regular there.
That seemed to be the general price in the Toledo area. On average in
Michigan prices were 20 cents more a gallon and we saw one station where
regular was $4.25. Gas costs in Eastern Ohio were about 15 cents more than
western OH and prices in general in PA were close to Michigan's, except in
Western Berks and Lancaster countys where it runs $3.73+/- a gallon.
Mostly the fault of Botique gasonline in PA. In the Philly area gas is well over
$4.00 but much less in NJ where taxes on gas are lower (but that is about
all).
We saw E-85 available in Detroit for prices in the $3.30's but never anybody
at the pumps. As far as I know it is NOT generally available in PA (but we
use a LOT of our food-stock to run the Ethanol plants here!)
Several notable things.... On the entire trip we counted about 30 mobile
homes or travel trailers on the roads. That's it! We traveled thru Elk County
in PA (An area that except for the pine trees, looks a LOT like the Fichtel!)
and saw entire campsites empty. Totally empty. We didn't see any elk either
but they are out there if you hunt for them. A walk to the West Rim of the
Grand Canyon of PA found the view spectacular but the trails empty for the
most part. And this at the height of the tourist season!
To try and offset the rising cost of Petrol, we started using the discount
coupon magaines found at truck stops and rest areas during the trip to
Reno2007 which we drove. (We found a nice hotel in Aspen, CO for 59$ a
night that way). Since we rarely know when and where we will stop, we try
to find a discount coupon for a hotel at a price we wanna pay and stop there
first, with the direct question, "do you have this room available". I would
suggest seeing the room first! These discounted rooms are often in less
desireable locations in the complex or sometimes smoking rooms. A coupon
like this saved us from a 75$ (AARP discount rate) in a Comfort Inn in
Barkeyville, PA Monday evening. The rate was $49.95, and the room was
fine, and at the back of the building away from the road but on the second
floor.
More travel $$ $aver$ as we get closer to MB2008!
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Hof Connection Update 354
08.06.2008

Jerry Mangas - Secretary
hofreunion@dejazzd.com

From my Navigator...
To all the ladies (and some husbands! ed.) that have not gone to a
Reunion yet!
Some of you Hofers maybe don't attend reunions because you're
thinking 'high school' reunions. Those can be fun but are more likely
boring, annoying and NOT fun.
The Hof reunions ARE fun! Having a 'place' relationship is a
fantastic basis for a group because it appeals to a broad spectrum
of time and ages. It's especially enjoyable to spouses who weren't
in the picture during the Hof tour, whenever that was. Every "new"
spouse I've met at a reunion had a wonderful time at their first one
and gleefully returned to the next. Hey, what's not to like---a 5-day
party with great food (no cooking,) entertainment, shopping, touring,
and the wonderful feeling of belonging---it will embrace you if you let
it!
Pat Mangas

The 10% food Discount Offer at:
Horst Gasthaus
German Restaurant&Bar
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802 37th Ave. South
North Myrtle Beach, SC 29582
843-272-3351
will be honored both before AND after the Reunion according to Don Riverkamp.
Just mention that you are a Hofer!
thanks to Don Riverkamp

And the Current crop of MB2008 Registrants:
(last week, on my correction, I missed the names of a couple
people. Hopefully this list is complete!)
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From Pete Lukasiak who is a font of wonderful stories and
legends....
Sir:
In December 1960, I was a minted 17-year-old high-school graduate,
newly-arrived in Hof, Germany, just
months out-of AF basic training in that 100+-degree San Antonio
weather, outside my hometown, my high school,
(and my country) for the first time.
Buoyed with 12 years of Catholic school education under Benedictine nuns,
Diocesan priests, and even the
auxillary bishop, I knew answers to most things.
However, in my first week on the job, my trick chief, who remains unnamed
here, sent me over to base supply
one day-shift for a "fallopian tube." Base supply (apparently) searched its bins
and suggested I check with the Motor Pool, because "they often have extras
there." Base supply's on-duty clerk told me he was "temporarily out-of-them" and
that I might check with the Supply Chief at the 602nd.
A large red-headed airman @ the 602nd depot, called me an evil name and
said to get the "**** out of here." I departed, puzzled.
Since discovering the Hof website and the Association late last year for the
first time and upon locating my original trick chief, I advised that former trick
chief by email of the results of my "hazing" for the first time. I also told him
I was "aghast" at my treatment. He denies involvement or any memory of this
event, even to the point of claiming 'weak' current Alzheimer's or "I was on travel
at that time."
How should I proceed to redress? How do I possibly get even after 40+
years?
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Lord luv a duck!!!

The Secretary recommends, after consultation with the legal authorities, that
since the statute of limitations has long expired, that perhaps you help him
attain a 'hangover to remember' when you see him in Branson since you are not
able to join us for MB2008!

And more Luckyshack commentary:
Sir:
private observation from one old guy...amazed @ border helos and photo
of closed border in ur note..when I was
@ Hof, we wound-up in & over 5K at least a few times---seeking special
gausthauses, a Czech slivowitz factory, or some special china or camera
purchase to send to folks @ home..took deutschmarks @ 5-to-$1 there when
Deutsch exchange rate was 3.8 to $1...usually after few @ Jake's and some damn
dare...went quiet; came back quiet, except one time I still regret...
some dirt border-crossing roads had no barriers or guards...maybe they were
unaware of them then...but guys knew how to get over and back without being
seen...Jake had maps... seemed a game until that one time we almost got caught
by roving patrol in my old '49-50 VW with flippers for turn signals...still had bullet
grooves in roof when I sold it to Tom _____ (Elint tech)...that stopped me
forever...was 1960-63, but civilian traffic flowed back and forth...my famous
gray-eyed Russian lady had just walked across when I first met her in 1962,
before CID made me say goodby....
(Pete said he was advised by CID that his new gray-eyed lady friend had a very

questionable political background. And that keeping his distance was a very
good idea! Pete musta missed that class in the Benedictine schools?)
And also from behind the Green Door there are the beginnings of a story that
somehow involves what is termed a "bug-out" that involves a civilian truck, a lot
of beer, secret teletype gear, 10,000 rounds of ammo and a mad dash for
Switzerland. More when I get it all figured out!

And speaking of MB2008...
Last night the Travel Channel did a one hour show on the Grand Strand, featuring
tidbits of things to do and see while we are)there. Examples included the
Vietnamese crabbing lady in Muerrel's Inlet who makes her own incredible crab
cakes and fries them in (shhhhhhh) real butter, the hammock shops on Pauley's
Island (where the hostess got dumped right out of one while showing her 'style'
at getting into one, the mini-golf course complete with volcano and a wondrous
machine with what appeared to be a 300 rubber band that shot two people way
the hell up in the air. Our hostess said she was glad she pee'd before she was
launched! We'll save that one for Stu!
And, after shopping at the Shag Shoe Shop our hostess took a quick course in
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"shagging". Not the British kind but all American shag dancing. And she bought
a pile of supplies for "Low Country Cooking", the most common menu style in
the area. See if you can catch the show in your part of the world.

From Peggy Adams
Jerry

Could you please put a notice in the next newsletter for me? As you read in the
printed newsletter, I’ve been asked to head the Wednesday evening dinner for
the cops and whoever wants to dine with the cops. I need an estimate on the
number of people who plan to attend that dinner before I call the restaurants to
see if they can handle however many people sign up and to make reservations.
I’d like all interested parties (cops and non-cops) to send me an email with the
number of people in their party. I’ll be looking at restaurants that have a varied
menu. If anyone knows the area and has any restaurant preferences, they can
add that suggestion to their email information. Don Riverkamp has already given
me a few suggestions which I’ll check out when I get an estimated headcount.
My email address is adamseve@embarqmail.com

(Notice I did not put a period at the end of that sentence…. :o))

Thanks!
Peggy Adams
adamseve@embarqmail.com
To which I responded:

Peggy:
I will stick this in this week (issue 354) although I have no clue why
anybody wants to eat with a bunch of beer drinkin', partying cops
that just wanna stay out all night and have fun.
Depending on the crowd that you come up with, there are a large
variety of places to go that tolerate different levels of frivolity and
madness!
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Members who live in the Strand area or know the area well can
make restaurant suggestions to Peggy.
And thanks for the missing period at the end of your address. You
have no idea how often than happens!

A great loss to the Reunion Organization... via Robert
Hoerath
For those of you who made it to Hof2002 or Hof2006, you quite possibly met and
enjoyed the Gemütlicheit und Freundschaft of Herr Baron Ernst-Albrecht Freiherr
von Waldenfels, both a Reunion member and a sponsor. The Baron treated us to
the hospitality of his Gasthof und Pension Wiedersberg, a interesting old and now
restored structure that had served for years as a barracks for East German
Border Troops just over the line in Vogtland, east of Hof/Saale.

Herr Baron von Waldenfels died on August 2, 2008 at the Klinikum in Stadt Hof.
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"A Man who loved his Homeland"

From the Desk of the Adjutant
Joe Kessler
hofreunion@roadrunner.com
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A view from the Blick...
The wonders of the Internet!
Below are my speed results/DSL connection to a Russian website in Krasnoyarsk
in Central Russia! I get much slower connection times to the D.C. area. (go
ahead... you can think it but you can't say it here!)

from www.speedtest.net
And if you thought our crop of Cold War GI's or Nam Vets could get a little nuts at
times?
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via Terry Sweeney
or this?

via Phil Murray
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Hof Connection Update 355
08/13/2008
www.hofreunion.com
Jerry Mangas - Secretary
hofreunion@dejazzd.com

Housekeeping note:
My ISP, dejazzd, is apparently having some trouble tonite holding synchronization so it's
a good bet when this will actually get transmitted. I may send it in a hurry, minus the
usual jpgs and rosters. My link keeps dropping out.
Cyberwarefare?
Doing this from memory since I cannot access the internet at the moment but it
appears that the Russians, be they criminal or military or otherwise is unknown, have
launched a tremendous cyber attack, a DOS or denial of service against anything and
everything electronic including bombing cell towers in Georgia as part of their recent
"excursion" to the south thru Ossetia. I read that at www.wired.com but I can't give you
the link at the moment. For those of you closely following the news from that part of
the world who might have spent some time in the sun in the TUSLOG's or flying around
in the Eastern Black Sea, there are a LOT of familiar place-names in the press these
days.

From Steve Lawrence (Editor of The Bavarian Sun)
According to Steve the Bavarian Sun was named the Bavarian Sun because it only
came out every once in a while.
Loved your "war stories." Yes, we were nutz. Capable of partying until 3 a.m., at work
on base at 07:30, bleed until 17:00, then DO IT AGAIN! Seven nights a week! Gawd, I'm
glad I'm not crazy any longer ... just wish I wasn't so *old*.
Steve
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This was actually in response to something else but it really fits right here. And
obviously Steve never had to undergo the trials and turmoil and physical and mental
disruption of rotating shifts but the end result was the same... Just in a 4-1/4-1/4-4 week
instead of a 5-2 week. Yeah... we were nutz! But sooooo lovable!

Concerning Fallopian Tubes and other goodies...

Jerry,
That was only one of the hazing tricks pulled on newbies in “Disneyland.” I also
remember having some poor rookie figure out what was the average frequency of the
day by going to EVERY position on the floor – both 202’s, 203’s, and 294’s and copying
the frequencies from each intercepted report and dividing them by the total number of
intercepts. The other standard haze was to send some poor rookie out looking for a DF
bearing to fix an antenna motor. There was a Dog Trick person during my first tour who
spent a LONG time looking for that fallopian tube. After ricocheting from one
maintenance person to another Captain Burkhartsmeier finally sent him to Major
Sadowski who told the poor lad the facts of life!! It usually wound up making for a great
sense of camaraderie after all was told and done. I’d do it all over again in a heartbeat
but I’m afraid the second time around would be my total undoing! J
To all Hofers – thanks for the memories.

Ken Kelley
In Turkey we added antenna grease to the list as well as the obligatory "Welcome" to
Airman so and so, from Radio Moscow!

A note for the 60X'ers about Myrtle Beach from Jim Riggen and Dean

Thompson ...
We are planning a 602/606 group dinner for
Wednesday evening in MB, hosted by Jim Riggin and Dean
Thompson. Both arrived in Hof in 1957, so we have some old
stories to tell and we want to hear about your time in Hof
and what you have been doing and where you have been since
your days in Bavaria. It will be a good time to get together
and renew old friend ships. Please get back to Jim or Dean to
let us know if you plan to attend, we need to know roughly
how many we need to make reservations for, whether you will
need transportation or not. We have not selected a location
yet, but leaning towards a Sea Food Restaurant, one that
has other items on the menu. We will look forward to having
Dinner with you in MB on Wednesday evening. Jim's email
is jmriggin@yahoo.com and Dean's email is dsthompson@cableone.net
Ple ase get back to us right away so that we can make reservations.
Thanks

Jim Riggin, 1957-1961
Dean Thompson, 1957-1960

...the latest list of golfers signed up for the Myrtle Beach Golf and Suds
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outing:

List includes: Mark Clemons, Paul Genung, Jim McGovern, Lou Rocha, Bob Livesey, Mel
Hamill, Jack Rief, Jack
Sinagra, Donn Koenig, Marty Wright, Bill Hall, Barry Springsteen, Sue
Springsteen, Steve Muprey, Donna Muprey, Ken Underwood, Dirk Vallo, Mike
Assenmacher, Denny Hooks, Dave Wymard, Jim Helfer, Charlie Hoover, C.A. Russell,
John Bienko, and myself. (Hope my spelling of names is correct.)

Bill Toni Bilhelentoni@aol.com (note there is only one L in Bil 's name in the address
ed)

Plan B, 2010?
We have mentioned having a back up plan, a Plan B if you will, for 2010.
I would like to humbly offer my services to check out the following spa location in the
Czech Republic... thanks to a tip from Dirk Vallo. The last part of a write up on it is
inserted below. And I would take my favorite Dash E interpreter/lingie with me to keep
me honest and out of serious trouble with the local authorities.
This is long snip from
http://www.chicagotribune.com/travel/chi-beer-spa-0810_r_pm_lmvaug10,0,1559271.story
You can read the entire story there! ed.

"After I soaked in beer for 20 minutes, I was directed to the heated relaxation room,
where I was wrapped, tortilla-like, in an orange towel by one of the spa specialists and
laid on a bed. It was meant to help my skin, primed by the hot bath, absorb the natural
health effects of the beer. Chodovar claims the beer spa helps "harmonize the functions
of the organism," soothing muscles and joints, improving complexion and providing
mental rest. While blissfully at rest, it was hard to know if the beer's natural health
effects or intoxicating properties were at play.
Chodovar is far from the only place to make health claims about beer. Manufaktura, a
Czech company that makes traditional crafts and cosmetics, came out with a line of
beer cosmetics, including bath salts, shampoo and soap. The beer ingredients in the
cosmetics impart a healthy dose of B vitamins and help soften skin, according to
spokeswoman Barbora Cechova. Hops also have significant amounts of health-inducing
chemicals, Rosa said.
"Beer is a source of phytoestrogens, which originate from the hops [and] are beneficial
to the brain, the lungs, the cardiovascular system and bones," Rosa said. "It seems that
they have an anti-carcinogenic effect as well. Beer contains a whole range of
antioxidants."
Did this beer spa prove to be "harmonizing" and provide "effective repose of the body"?
I'm no expert, but I certainly felt relaxed and refreshed after my 45 minutes in
beer-wellness land. And, in case you're wondering, tasting the bathwater isn't the
greatest idea."

Bleah. Goes right up there with earwax on your tenderloin! ed.
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From the Adjutant...
Condolences:
Received a card from the Jack Sinagra family the morning.
"Thanks to the Hof Reunion Assn for their kind thoughts and condolences on the death
of my son "Jack".
He was also a Hofer for a couple of years (1966 - 68)"

Several new or just in from the cold added members this week!

And a view from the Blick... also known as Off Base!
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>From Mel Hamill
Compensation panel recommends Tricare changes
By Jim Garamone
American Forces Press Service
WASHINGTON (AFRNS) -- The Quadrennial Review of Military Compensation has
recommended fee changes to Tricare, the military's health care system.
The recommendations would mostly affect retirees and will not affect active-duty
servicemembers or their dependents, retired Air Force Brig. Gen. Jan D. "Denny" Eakle,
the director of the study, said in a Pentagon briefing Aug. 5.
"Retiree fees ought to relate to how much the plan is worth," she said. "The ...
higher-value plans should have higher premiums associated with them."
The panel believes fees need to be fair to all retired military members, General Eakle
said. "They ought to reflect how much income an individual has, so that if they make
more money and are therefore better able to pay for a system, they should do so," she
said.
One problem is the fee structure for Tricare has not changed in 13 years. "When Tricare
started out in 1995, military members, retirees were charged $230 per individual, $460
per family," she said. "Today in 2008, they're charged $230 per individual, $460 per
family."
In 1995, servicemembers paid 27 percent of their health care cost. Today that share is
le

A cost saving tip for those of you traveling in the Mid Atlantic Region...
from Tom Mikloice..
Buy your gas in NJ! it is the cheapest you will probably see anywhere on
the East Coast. Do NOT buy gas in CT or NY (or the Philly Area in PA
where the cost is higher by 20 cents +) if you can avoid it. Also in NJ it
will be pumped FOR YOU. You are not smart enough to know how to
pump it yourself. That is the given reason they gave originally to do it
that way in the 1970's.
Storm Warning...
We have all seen the many many hoax notes wandering around the internet warning you
in breathless terms about a "NEW" virus that would incinerate your hard drive, make
your floppy drive even floppier and give you toenail fungus (and they were always
checked on Snopes, of course)... but there is currently a link at the FBI/IC3 site warning
about the latest variant of the Storm Worm virus being sent via email. I think the FBI
might be involved because their name is part of the Email scam to get you to click on
the emailed link! Storm Worm has been around for a while but is continually morphing
into newer and nastier bots! Update- update- update!
And if I understand the different "wares" correctly, just having an Anti Virus system
alone is no longer enough! You also should have at least two different serious
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anti-malware/spyware/scuzzware systems involved... Just when you thought it was safe
to go back in the water.... but be careful. There are "rouge" spyware programs that
cause you more problems than they solve. Good ones can be found (along with a LOT
of other freeware) at www.filehippo.com.
from http://www.fbi.gov/cyberinvest/escams.htm

And just for additional effect? Here is the actual, real, Snopes link saying the same
thing:
http://www.snopes.com/computer/virus/fbi-facebook.asp
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Hof Connection Update 356
August 20, 2008

A legend of his time.... Identified!

photo courtesy of Chet Zaremba
Chiodi (D-2001) was identified after a lot of messages back and forth amongst a bunch
of people, as the OPN NCOIC who decided that enough was enough when the Kaserne
First Shirt pulled an surprise 9 AM inspection on sleeping shift workers in the 6915th
barracks. Following the Trick Trash inspection, Chiodi pulled a surprise inspection on
the Day Lady barracks.... at 2AM. That ended inspections for the 15th!
One answer to my original query re the legend from Charlie Epperson...
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"I think the OPN NCO who pulled the early morning inspection was an E8 who worked
for Maj Sadowski - name escapes my rusted memory bank - and is the same one who
tried to order Burkhartsmeier around one morning after a weekend mid, when the
empty coke machine from the break room wound up in front of his desk. When the E8
directed that our flight stay over until the culprit(s) was found, I watched as Lt B
pulled rank by pointing out his silver bar and said "I believe I've got you, Sarge!" "
"Can't tell you who moved the coke machine, but it sure was a heavy sucker......"
Or these legends from Steve Lawrence...
There's the burning question of 'Who cut the firkin's cable?' between the mainframe
and its peripherals when Ops was shut down. Reportedly, the two- to three-inch,
multi-wire cable was chopped with an ax since we were taking the mainframe with
us. Oops. A misunderstanding, and a tech spent a very long time splicing every wire
back to its mate. Or didn't it happen?

That one has been mentioned before, as fact, not legend, but I don't remember the
source at the moment.
And also this one and other than "Thurman and the Captain" on AFN, I had NO idea?
"What was the name of that newspaper, banned on base for a while, that muck raked
and drove officers mad at the glee of the enlisted as it reported the endless
S.N.A.F.U.s taking place through the Army, Air Force and Navy? It sure wasn't The
Stars & Stripes! "

The answer here turned out to be the Overseas Weekly, or as sometimes called... the
Oversexed Weekly where as Steve says... "Page three featured "buxom young ladies
showing their... ummmm... buxomness".
And a response from Tim Henderson asking about the " Vampire of the Jewish
Cemetery" that was at the west end of the Kaserne.

And I still think Tim was the guy that taped up the door to the Officer's latrine (very
professionally) and then put a professional looking sign on the door that said "Off
Limits! Crabs!" He has sort of admitted to other really decent stunts but not that one.
Anybody remember "DRAFT MOM"?
Memories are strange things. You remember incidents and people and places in bits
and pieces and then, as you start to put it all together, WHAM ,things just fit back
together. As in my first days in Turkey, a lot of disjointed and hung-over Yeni-Raki
fuzzed memories, and then after 46 years you run into the guy you were with and what
he remembers dove-tails almost exactly with your memories from those years long
ago. Right down to the cheese omlette before the flight from Yesilkoy to Trab!
The whole Reunion scene is exactly like that. The synergy of this group is just
incredible as is the ability to reconstruct a "happening" like the dorm inspections.
For those of you that have neverhad the pleasure, Raki tastes like Ouzo, but has the
combined effect of White Lightning and Absinthe. I still can't stand the stuff.
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And another legend in his own time!
more on the lluckyshack/Dernoga saga as mentioned in #354....
I had mentioned a "bugout" that involved Bier and a run to Switzerland?
Here is more detail in a forwarded note from Dernoga to Luckyshack...
"Now, lets get started. Were you the comm center guy who remembered me but
I didn't remember you in Nashville? Either way, now I can remember you
shoving ticker tapes into the machines for their long journey to the None
Such Agency.
And talk about fortuitous events, I was talking with Jin Pehrs (crypto 2)
last night.
He was talking about the mysterious ALMOST evacuation when you guys were
going to run away to Switzerland with a crypto unit, a TTY (a teletype), some machine
guns, and 10,000 rounds in a plain white truck with civilian plates. Jim
mentioned you as being involved in that and Captain(COLONEL) Glover.
Kind of pisses me off that you guys were going to run away and leave me
with just a beer and a submachine gun.
Joe

For those of you wondering about the "submachine-gun" part of that story; that's true.
The comm center had easily available, always close at hand, M3 Greaseguns available
right inside the keypad door. You never went behind the Green Door unless you were
wanted in there no matter what color badge you wore.
And in the interest of being more truthful than the NYT, I checked with Frank Glover
for some kind of confirmation on this "bugout" story. Frank remembers a "bugout"
plan but he also said that under NO circumstances would he ever have left Joe alone
with the beer! And Frank did sort of imply that those left behind were to function as
speed-bumps, a term we have all heard before. It's how the 2nd Cav border patrol
troopers referred to themselves.
>From Peggy Adams...

I think no one is reading the newsletter
because I’ve only received confirmation that 26 people are going to
attend the cop’s dinner on Wednesday evening during the reunion. I
know there has to be more than that… but they’re not letting me
know. So, please, anyone who is planning to attend the cops
dinner…send me an email and let me know who and how many. I plan to go with
whatever number I have at the end of August and will start calling restaurants
in Myrtle Beach and making reservations the first of September.
Peggy's address is: adamseve@embarqmail.com
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Thanks for getting the word out!
Also re the Glover's
we will be celebrating the 51 anniversary of RG's 39th birthday with an
open house/dance at the Payette Citizen's Cneter on Aug 23rd from 7:30
to 10 PM... All family, friends and former students are invited to
attend.
So if you are in the immediate area of Payette, Idaho, near the middle of the Oregon
border come on down. I would imagine that about all the seven thousand residents of
Payette will be there! And hopefully a Hofer or two?

The Quality Hof in Hof lives on for a while...

Babelfish translation and editing by Bill Weimann and ye ed... From the Frankenpost.

August 8, 2008 -The Quality Hotel is not to be had at a "fire sale" price!
The auction by order of the Court of Real Estate at the
Ernst-Reuter-Str. in Hof failed again. The Hotel will keep running independently
of the auction. Since the (real estate) owner went broke in 1997, the owning bank has
been looking for a buyer.
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In Hof - very few bidders were present in meeting room No. 12 in the Hofer
law courts on Tuesday noon: No bidder made an offer at
the third auction ordered by the court of the hotel building on
Ernst-Reuther-Str. According to insiders, also no surprise the real estate "Quality Hotel " is not considered at the moment as a "good
deal" ("Schnäppchen". The representative of the Eurohypo AG in Eschborn, which
appeared in
the procedure as Gläubigerin ( the creditor or party being owed money on the object),
made no secret during the 30-minute auction of the fact that the bank
wants to sell the house to some extent profitably. "We do not want to offer
it for at a low ball or under cost price."
"Already some prospective customers [said ] the negotiations had failed
because of the matter of price. Thus it appears quite possible that still
several [more] dates must be set for auction by order of the court, until a new
owner is found.
When the next auction date is set, presumably new bid limits will be
set. Until the auction - without strictly given minimum sums - is released,
several years time could pass.
The main problem remains for the time being the Eurohypo AG. It is
still sitting on the debts from the insolvency of the former owner, the
Atrium - Society for Real Estate, based in Cologne - from back in 1997.
On the auction day ten million Euros "material requirements" was set as the
minimum, and with
interest is it now 13 million Euros. To compare: The market value in the
year 1995 of the established hotel building is rated at three million
euros.
The official administration for the building is in the hands of a Berlin
company named Verwey. The auction of the real estate and the 6000 square meters
large area
does not have any influence on the daily business of the hotel in Hof.
Since 1999 the house under the direction of the Quality Chain of Hotels.
And owing to many conferences in the 111 room hotel, the hotel is running
well. The approximately 20 coworkers do not have to fear for their job.
In the hotel trade it is quite usual, according to our information, that real
estate possession and the daily business of running a hotel are two
different things.

I am continually amazed...
at the numbers of fests and conventions and activities of all interests of all kinds that
go on in Hof/Saale these days. They seem to be endless and cover just about anything.
Next up on Sept 6 & 7:
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from www.hof.de
And did you know that there are at least 7800 volunteer firemen in Bavaria? From
www.frankenpost.de

Tour and Shows at Myrtle Beach
We still have a few seats available for the Brookgreen Garden/Georgetown Tour. We
have added a fourth bus and it has some available seats. Also we have three buses
going to Le Cirque so we have some open seats for that. Talked with Diane at The
Carolina Opry and she added some seats for us so those are available at the group
rate of $30.00 and will be available in our section until September 22nd, after that she
will still honor the group rate but you may have to take seats elsewhere. Be sure to
use the Hof Reunion Association name and the number 10396802 if you make
reservations with them.

How many people?
according to an old set of orders forwarded by Charlie Farris dtd 15 July
1959 that showed every enlisted man in the 6915th RSM assigned to
anything from Able to Easy flight, there were approximately 180 6915th
enlisted on base in mid year. (Easy Flight was composed of Day Ladies.
Shift workers were assigned to A thru D flights.)
Does anybody know what the assigned Hof Air Station manpopwer total
rose to for the 6915th SG and the 606th in the later 60's or perhaps
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even the early 70's before the End of Days?

And there is a list...
of all known Charlie Trickers available from CA Russell
(russca@bellsouth.net). If you have additional info for him from/for any
year, please let him know. Perhaps others have done the same for other
tricks? There was a 606th roster of all known members at one point
being maintained. Who has that?

From the Adjutant's desk!

Parker's address would actually read as @yahoo.com

A "View from Altstadt".... a little further out than "A View from the
Blick"...
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Everything you probably never knew but wanted to about the hot-spot
Black Sea country of Georgia (unless you were a Trabbie!)
https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-factbook/geos/gg.html

A "View from the Blick"
And wanna go "Back to Bavaria for Oktoberfest???"
"Autoeurope" is offering flights from New York for $587 which includes
fuel surcharges but not all the other hocus pocus taxes/fees (fees - just
another word for 'tax') you get nailed with...
"Above fare prices are valid for departures 9/01/08 - 10/26/08. Weekend surcharges
may apply. Fares are roundtrip excluding taxes. Black-out dates may apply. Must be
ticketed by 8/31/2008.
Rates include fuel surcharge of $200-$496. Rates do not include September 11th
Security Fee up to $10; Passenger Facility Charges up to $50. Segment fees up to $12,
or applicable US departure taxes up to $31; Foreign Departure Taxes up to $80. All
fares are subject to change without notice." yadda yadda check out
www.1800flyeurope.com. should be the same people.
call 1-800-223-5555 I used these guys twice now, great service both times and they
are based in Portland ME. Other than having enjoyed their service I have no
relationship, fiduciary or otherwise with them.

And a view from way way off base....
This has nothing to do with Hof Reunion and everything to do with our
members on line.
Google is the ubiquitous search engine of the world for most, even
becoming a "word" in common use as a verb... as in "Did you google
that?".
I normally use different search engines for different purposes.... google,
alltheweb (better for European stuff generally and less cookie and
pop-up-ad laden), dogpile for when I just want a limited response, and
yahoo for business/finacial searches.
this morning, by accident I used yahoo instead of google for a search on
a .dll function and got the following result that I don't recall seeing
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before. Yahoo has begun flagging websites that contain potentially
harmful "stuff" and since some of the newer web-nasties can now be
passed to you by HTML code on websites just by going to a site you
might look at as opposed to the normal voluntary troublemaker stuff
like "click on this" kind of thing in emails and on adware sites etc... you
might want to consider a double google/yahoo search to confirm where
you are going is as safe as you hoped it was? I removed all the actual
links below so hopefully nothing is clickable to get anybody in trouble
here. As always... your milage may vary!
from the yahoo search engine.... ( I was looking up msvcrt.dll) which
indicates that www dot ascentive dot com might not be the friendliest
of places to be visiting.

Also try:
msvcrt.dll error internet explorer,
More...
1 potentially harmful website is marked on this page.

SPONSOR RESULTS
What is Msvcrt.DLL Error?
Error
Learn what MSVCRT.DLL Error is and how to fix it. 100% Guaranteed.

www.Repair-My-PC.net
Repair-My-PC.net
Fix Msvcrt.Dll
Free Download of msvcrt.dll Repair Tool. Safe & 100% Guaranteed.

Fix-Dll-Errors.com

WEB RESULTS
1. How To Fix Msvcrt.
Msvcrt .dll Errors? at Instant Registry Fixes
How to Fix Error 126. Causes of Msvcp71.dll
dll Errors. ActiveX: Download Controls
dll library file comprises a program code to enable programs
... The Msvcrt .dll
written ...
www.instant-registry-fixes.org
instant-registry-fixes.org /how-to-fix-msvcrtdll-errors
errors - Cached
2. Mising msvcrt.
msvcrt .dll Library File
Warning: Dangerous Downloads
Ascentive Support Center ... Download msvcrt.dll
msvcrt dll (right click the ... Click Below
for an solution to an error message regarding: ascbalon.dll
dll.
dll ccrpprg6.ocx ...
www.ascentive.com
ascentive.com /support/new/support_dll.phtml?dllname=msvcrt.dll
msvcrt.dll - Cached
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August 27, 2008
www.hofreunion.com

Jerry Mangas - Secretary
hofreunion@dejazzd.com
Who goes to a mini-reunion?
These guys for some...

The Krcma's, The Kielbania's, The Mikloiches, Jim McGovern
The Natalies, The Dicksons, The Sturdevants, The Mangas's
and The Queens (from L-R)

Really, we were all just prepping for Myrtle Beach... just getting
into shape, you know. We exercised our taste buds on a variety of
honest German and purely American dishes, from Jaegerschnitzel,
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Leberkase and Leberwurst to crabcakes and lobster, and on a nice
collection of German and American Beers.... including a new import
from Kulmbach, EKU Eisbock! The occasion was the Saengerbund
Bierfest in CT (I can't spell Connecticut) which to be semi-serious
for a second here is about the closest thing to a real Deutscher
Bierfest I have been privileged to party at in the States. About the
only difference is that you have to go stand in line for a glass or
pitcher of a variety of German Beers! No young ladies carrying 12
Steins at a time here and no radishes either, but still, very very
close...
But the end result is the same...

(Pics from/by Stu Sturdevant)
Our sincere thanks to the Mikloiches who are right up there with the Wards on
my all time GREAT Host/Hostest list! Great time, great friends, great food and
beer and GREAT weather!

Tom Mikloiche and I spent a bit of time talking to this "Hofer"
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A Hofer the hard way.... he had been drafted into the Wehrmacht at 16 in Silesia
just before the end of the war, captured by the Russians and spent the next two
years in a Soviet POW camp. 2 long years after the war ended he and thousands
of other surviving prisoners started to come west. Our friend spent a bit of time
in the Hof-Moschendorf returnee camp before, at 18, finding his parents in
Rothenburg/Tauber and heading home.

And the early morning weather conditions in Hof?

about 55F and cloudy with just a bit of wind...

for you AC&W guys who wonder about the state of things radar
today?
http://www.fas.org/man/dod-101/sys/ac/equip/an-tps-75.htm where it
starts off with:
"The AN/TPS-75 Radar System [ "Tipsy 75"] is a mobile, tactical radar system
capable of providing radar azimuth, range, height, and Identification Friend or
Foe (IFF) information for a 240-nautical-mile area. This deployable/transportable
radar system is capable of providing long range radar data to support operations
and control of tactical aircraft."
Specs show 2.8 megawatts of peak power output! To relate that to something
y'all might be familiar with... those clean across the country (and the world in
some cases) nighttime AM radio stations in the states work at 50 kilowatts max.
That radar has better than 5 times the power of one of the big blowtorch
stations!
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To reopen an old subject and the stuff of many legends ...
Which base had the worst or the best chow hall you ever had the pleasure of
eating in? I am sure most Syracuse trained 203's would nominate the University
Food Service at Skytop (61-62 and 63-64 for me) as the max worst ever
anywhere, where my least favorite "meal" was the creamed eggs on toast, hold
the eggs. Joe Eberhardt can still relate awful things about the Syracuse "dining
hall". The food was soooo terrible during Friday's supper, after classes ended we
usually found our way to a bar named McCarthy's, on South Salina where you
could get a beer and a shot for a quarter. 75 cents later and you didn't care what
you were being served for dinner. And I have heard some pretty ugly things about
the Pleiku Messhall in Viet Nam from a couple of our members in the past.
What other bases/sites/stations fit your billing for the worst and why or the best
and why. My nominations for the best would include Hancock AFB in Syracuse
NY as an easy #1 for me (I like caviar, what can I say), also very high would be
Goodfellow AFB in TX (1962), Vint Hill Farms, an ASA base in VA near DC in 64/65
and Trabzon Air Station (62-63) after the supply ship had come in. When the ship
didn't come in, the bazaars downtown started looking pretty good,
even with the general lack of refrigeration.
Hof started off near the bottom of this group for me but was NEVER as terrible as
Syracuse and it worked it's way right up there after Garcia's Snack Bar opened in
the mid 60's 66-67? Somewhere before that it was C/K rations from time to time.
But Herr Korn's in Oberkotzau was ALWAYS "Besser for the Fresser"!

A question from 1972 from Tarzi Lugaresi (Lugi)
Does anyone remember the hamburger story at the NCO club. the story goes as a
airmen ordered a hamburger and the water told him the stove caught on fire and
it will take a while he said he can wait about an hour later the water delivered
the order. the air man said keep it , the water said he would have to pay for it.
the airman called the water a few names. the airman wore the hamburger in the
face.
Lugi 1972

And the personal motto of one member of our Board of Directors! The rest just
won't admit it.
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And the View from Joe's desk...
Next week we will print the entire list of people who will be headed towards
Myrtle Beach!

A view from the Chadian Desert!
Now... this is way off the Kaserne, a border-lands American Air Station where the
only aircraft we ever had on the base was an East German civil trainer, a Zlin 126
if you have forgotten or are curious, but for those of you that just like airplanes
and/or music, turn your sound up a bit and watch these French Air Force Mirages
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do their stuff! Well edited and the music is "Champion" by ERA. Guess the
altitude of the last tail dragger going down the runway in the string of three
planes? 2 meters maybe? And I liked the Star Wars flying action BETWEEN the
buttes!
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v9T51UsuaPU
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Hof Connection Update #358
Sept 3, 2008
www.hofreunion.com

Jerry Mangas-Secretary
hofreunion@dejazzd.com

What a turnout! Currently at 345 and counting.
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Countdowns!
Also, we are counting the days till MB2008. On Friday, the 5th,
you can put on your short timer ribbon cuz you're FIGMO! It is
now under a year until Branson2009! Plans are solidly in the
making for that extravaganza so start your own personal
planning now!
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Several have asked...
About car rental specials that Tom Mikloiche has arranged for
you... Here they are again...
We have again managed to receive a discount on Rental Cars from
THRIFTY but because there is a distinct possibility that members will
fly into several different Airports near MYRTLE BEACH , due to the
HIGHER COSTS to fly direct, we have different codes for several
locations AND the prices are discounted from the BASE RATES.
For those of you that will be fliyng into
CHARLOTTE, N.C AIRPORT (CLT) 233 Miles from Myrtle Beach
or RALEIGH / DURHAM, N.C (RDU) 194 Miles from Myrtle Beach
USE the FOLLOWING # 0044002999 in the Corporate # BOX when renting
from THRIFTY @ www.thrifty.com
I also suggest that you check the REGULAR RATES without using the
promotion code at the time you book to be sure they aren't running a
special that is CHEAPER

For those of you flying into any of THESE AIRPORTS
MYRTLE BEACH, S.C (MYR)
CHARLESTON, S.C (CHS)
98 miles from Myrtle Beach or
WILMINGTON, N.C (ILM)
72 miles from Myrtle Beach
USE the FOLLOWING in the PROMOTION # BOX HOF (ALL CAPS) when
renting from THRIFTY @ www.thrifty.com
*I also suggest that you check the REGULAR RATES without using the
promotion code at the time you book to be sure they aren't running a
special that is CHEAPER

***If you have any problems booking a car using these rates you can
contact me direct by email ( tmik@cox.net ) or phone (860)-643-9004 and I
will be happy to help you out.
REMEMBER You can cancel a reservation if you find a CHEAPER RATE ELSEWHERE or
even a cheaper THRIFTY rate after you make your reservation up to 3
weeks BEFORE the date of the reservation.

And somebody at the MB2008 Training Session asked...
about fishing piers on the Strand in MB.
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A quick google search for "Myrtle Beach Fishing Pier" brings up
several! Bring your surf rods or rent them there! Marcy will bait
your hook with cut mullet or bloodworms if you ask nicely.

While the Russells and the Mangas's were scouting the area in
November 2007, there were folks fishing and catching sea trout
on the beach right in front of the hotels!

More on MB2008
PHOTOS AT MYRTLE BEACH REGISTRATION
Joe Kessler, our HRA Adjutant, is requesting that when you
come to the
"Registration Area" on Monday, October 6th, 2008, you have
your spouse and or
guests with you since he will have a camera setup on a tripod
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and we will
have someone taking everyone's photo in order that we can put
names with all
the faces that will be attending the reunion. We have 348
registered
members, spouses, and guests, and we want to be able to
identify everyone for
later publication, either on website, updates, and/or our
semi-annual
newsletters. Your support in this effort would be greatly
appreciated.
Thank You !!!

PERSONAL PHOTOS FROM THE HOF/DOEBRABURG DAYS
If you have a nice laminated wallet size photo of yourself from
the earlier
years in Hof, please bring it with you to the 2008 Myrtle Beach
Reunion and
we can staple it to your "Reunion Nametag", and then fellow
Hofers might just
remember you from the good ol' days in Hof/Saale &
Doebraburg.
Thanks, and see everyone soon on the beach, Myrtle Beach.
And the current long range weather forecast for MB?
Percipitation below normal and temperature above normal.
Still... It can get cool on the beach at night.

And a side note...
If you are a single driver from the Baltimore or DC area and
headed for MB2008 and would like to help share the driving
effort and gas costs, contact the Cryptodude, Joe Dernoga at
410-437-0599. Joe and Gene Wetzel will be driving from the
Baltimore area.

Everything you wanted to know about Bock, Dopplebok, and
now... Eisbock
http://www.germanbeerinstitute.com/Doppelbock.html
And a strong buy recommendation from ye ed and The Mik for
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Kulmbacher EKU 28 IF you can find it locally and IF you can
handle a 22 proof beer! Strong enough for a man... gentle
enough for a lady! Schmekt GUT! But why take my word for it?
http://www.thebarleyblog.com/2008/kulmbacher-brauerei-ag-eku-28/
And from a homebrew digest review about EKU 28
Eku 28: Erste Kulmbacher Unionsbrauerei, 28 degrees plato original gravity.
Not an icebock, at least they say it is not, and it is not billed as such.
Very strong, with a vinous characteristic that's present in some barley
wines, but not to such a degree.
Not a beer to have with your burger at lunch... it's a 'desert beer', just
like there are desert wines. Have it with some icecream? (NO! ye ed)
Everything has a place and a time, and at the right time and in the right
place EKU 28 is the perfect beer. If we're going to throw out EKU 28 as
vile, we have to get rid of a whole slew of beverages that are not intended
for mass consumption.
Beer, it's not just for breakfast any more!
EKU 28, it's just not for breakfast.

I had asked...

for nominations for your best and worst chowhalls ever.... Pleiku and Da Nang as well as the
University Food Services at Indiana and Syracuse were certainly at the top of this list of the wors
Mike Helfert hit the lowest of the low while on a NOAA instrumentation trip recently to
Tiksi, Siberia. Breakfast a la Zek? Shaving with vodka to conserver water?
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photo by j. fuhs, 331st CRC, ASA 1951-1955
location unknown, possibly Hof/Saale

Gary Queen also has some ugly stories from his Green Beret days in the "boonies" on Nam, but th
in a messhall. Still...
More on chow halls in the next issue. If you have a nomination for best or worst, bring it on!
And to top it all off... a recipe for SOS!
Come on.... You just know you are gonna make some!
1 lb hamburger
salt/pepper to taste
3 tablespoons flour
2 cups milk
1 teaspoon dried onions (can use fresh, diced)
pinch of garlic powder.
Brown meat with salt/pepper. Add onions, garlic, flour, and brown.
Add milk; cook over medium heat until thick. Serve on toast with Crystal or Tabasco Hot Sauce
on the side and an Eisbock!
...just to rub it in a little, a Dirke Vallo pic from 2007
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Our research staff has forwarded a miracle cure...

>From the Civil War era. I would hope that in these days of advanced medical care, something lik
longer needed? The label doesn't say which side was issued this joy in a can.

Some good news from Betty Jung...
Looks like a great time at MB2008, sorry I am going to miss it. I started my
chemo last week and feeling fine, have it every 14 days for 14 sessions.
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Once I had the colon cancer removed I felt much better, am fortunate that
the cancer was up by my chest bone so I didn’t have to have a bag. Hope to
see you all in Branson.
Betty

From the wayback machine....
From John Dorsch...
the link below will take you to a page from the Lowell, IN public library site.
It shows a letter from my father's cousin written in December, 1944
somewhere in Germany. He was an attorney serving as an Army line officer
who eventually participated in the Nuremberg war trials. It makes for some
interesting reading.
John
http://www.lowellpl.lib.in.us/siroiss.htm
If you remember the line about "Beer tasting like tiger sweat" from an old
issue of the updates, John's link is from the same general time period.

Midnite inspections...
Relating back to the inspection of the shift worker barracks by the Kaserne
First Shirt... I found this related bit in an ASA listing (334th ASA Battalion, in
Bindlach at the time in the 50's). This unit is possibly a follow on to the
332nd CRC stationed in Hof in 1952. They also had a site in Bindlach. The
332nd possibly followed the 114 CRC, stationed in Hof in May, 1951

from usarmyeurope.com
"Small incident when staying in an Armored barracks at Bindlach Kaserne,
near to the DF site at Bayreuth. The Armored unit gave us one big room to
house us 11 operators. [In] DF you always have some just coming off duty,
some getting ready to go, and the others on their 3 day break (We worked 6
on and 3 off most times). So the room will be kind of messy. The Armd Col
and some senior NCO were inspecting troop rooms. (At the time when 334
first got to Germany, 1952, all promotions in the Army were frozen. No
promotions. 334 operations had all Cpls with some being made "acting" buck
sgts. Wore sgt bands on arm. In 334, by the way, we had only one Pfc. When
the Col came in our room he was shocked. Pissed off at the "mess". People
in bed, some in underwear, clothes not hung up in lockers, etc. I remember,
just now, the "acting" Sgt of our DF Team was Joe Greeney, Darnellen, NJ
and our NCOIC for a while, including that day. The Col wanted to talk to, and
did, to whoever was in charge of this bunch of seemingly to him, "misfits.'
He asked Joe what in the hell were the jobs of these soldiers, why they
weren't on duty but still in bed, etc. Joe told him that for security reasons he
wasn't permitted to answer the Col's questions The Colonel really got pissed
off and had Joe give him the phone numbr of the CO of the 334th. No doubt
the Col made the phone call. Don't know what he was TOLD, but neither he
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nor anyone else ever came around to our room again."

Also in reference to the 2 AM inspection of the Day Lady Barracks...
The earlier picture of Sgt Chiodi forwarded by Chet Zaremba was taken by
"The Beh" or Mike Becker (D) who did many portrait quality shots of
personnel on the Kaserne. Mike and Chet each had a full set of the other's
pics and Chet forwarded the Beh's picture of Chiodi along for our use.

>From the Adjutant's desk

Way off base.... in fact, way way off base!
A "book" review.... "The Bourne Betrayal" by Robert Ludlim.
Well... it's about an NSA-trained killer.... If I tell you more, you'll
be on his list. You know how evil and nasty and really really
mean those NSA-trained killer girls and guys can be.
Seriously... wait for the movie. It HAS to be better than this
overwritten and tedious example of a really stupid book. A high
point? A short (but improbable) jaunt to Büyükada Island in the
Bosporus by Bourne via a ferry from Istanbul. There really is
such a place. After almost a year on Boztepe. at the other end
of the country, this island made quite an impression . The book
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did not!
Awarded 5 thumbs, all pointing down! Ye ed.
This is probably closer to reality...
http://www.spymuseum.org/
those NSA killer guys.
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A house-keeping note...
Effective with the Myrtle Beach Reunion in October I will be retiring as the Reunion Secretary.
After close to 200 updates with probably 2000 published pages, some worth reading and some
probably boring as hell, it is time to turn the reins over to a new Secretary.
The greatest reason for the growth and success of the Connection Update has been you, the
members. Every week we have submissions from somebody, from somewhere about something Hof
related. Some times we get a little off base and maybe have a “View from the Blick”, or further afield
and have a “View from Altstadt” but hopefully each and every paragraph had something some
member could relate to. Some weeks I had to dig a little or translate a little or a lot, and sometimes
even edit a little. But I hope it was all worth while for our members.
In the past 4 years, my own personal knowledge of things Reunion based have grown immensely. I
have met or corresponded with many many of you, found lost old friends from 40 years ago and made
new ones from today and lost some of the new and the old as they were re-listed to the Final Flyby
pages from the active list. Today, I know far more now about Hof, Oberfranken, the Kaserne from
when it was built to why it was re-named Kingsley Kaserne in 1948 and who he was and why today it
is named Gen Hüttner Kaserne, than I ever did in the 60's.. And the journey continues.
There is a line in a book called “Upcountry” by Demille that says... “Nostalgia is the ability to forget the
things that sucked!”. Except for the drizzling rain in Hofer Siber, I can't say there was much from
”back in the day” I wouldn't want to remember or relive now.
The strongest emotion? The first time Pat and I and our Hofer-born son drove up to and then past the
old "Fence" on the way to Plauen on B-173. In 1995 there was still a concrete tank track there (still
there in many places), a decrepit Vopo concrete pillbox on the opposite hillside and some old cut-off
electric lines on rusted utility poles going nowhere and coming from no place, plus a monument to the
victims of Communism at a roadside pull-off at the Bavarian/Saxon border. . An amazing and
emotional experience after all those years of an Iron Curtain tearing Germany and the world apart!
Everyone I have talked to that has made that personal journey has felt that upheaval as they crossed
into East Germany their first time.
But the best part of these memories have been the people of Oberfranken and Germany then and
today and the members of our Reunion, unser Zussamenseit, both then and now..
At this eve of the Anniversary of the horrible attack in New York and DC, I would ask two things....

Never forget 9/11...
... and NEVER EVER FORGET the wonderful people from a time and a place
called Hof!
With incredible gratitude...
Jerry Mangas
Secretary
Hof Reunion Association
2004-2008
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Jerry Mangas – Secretary
hofreunion@dejazzd.com
09-10-2008

The Following is a series of recent emails between Dean Reed and myself

Re: Draft MOM!

Dean Reed wrote:
I remember the night.
Might even have been my idea. Mid shift, and, rather than having us busy running
the buffers over all that self-polishing wax we had 2 barrels of, someone decided
we needed to muck out the Day Ladies’ Ops Admin area. Several of us were
assigned that detail (why the hell couldn’t they clean up after themselves , we
inquired to no avail), and went off w/our brooms, buckets, and mops. While
finishing up, we noticed several rubber stamps (Good grief, but the AF loved those
things!) lying on a desk, alongside a red ink pad. There were several creative
minds involved w/this one (Timmy, wuzzat you?) and we quickly had a roll of TP
from the officers’ latrine on the desk. We spun off several feet of blank leader to
cover our tracks and keep Max Gross off the hot seat. One of us took either the
DRAFT or M.O.M. (Military Ordinary Mail?) stamp and I took the other, and many
feet of paper in the middle of that roll had DRAFT M.O.M. boldly stamped on each
square. Rolled it back up as neatly as possible and put it back in the officer’s
latrine. (That might also be the night the sign went up on the door……a good
delaying tactic.) [ That was later in time by a couple years. Ed ] No good deed
goes unpunished, and within days we were back on another mid cleanup detail
(Bre’r Fox, Pleeeeeze don’t throw me in that briar patch!!)
BTW, I haven’t seen anything about “burn detail” in the newsletter. There just

have to be some good stories re that assignment, or am I the only lifelong pyro
who got that assignment on a regular basis? To give credit where credit is due,
the locals built us one heck of an efficient furnace/retort. You could have
probably dropped an engine block down that thing and reduced it to the size of a
shot put. Everything that wasn’t nailed down and wouldn’t be missed went down
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that hole, and was never seen again. Those large, clear lightbulbs made a
pleasing “boom” when the heat got to them. Pieces of lumber, old brooms, stray
articles of clothing. Not a trace. If you could get a whole load of bags in it at
once, and then drop a bag or two of all carbon paper on top, a burst of flame
several feet high could be fired out of the hopper. Chad from the paper tape was
particularly exciting and much sought after. When steadily poured into a really
hot furnace, a steady flame could be maintained. Never lost an eyebrow. (In my
later years when getting into black powder shooting, I began to realize how lucky
I’d been!) If we’d used that furnace the way we’d been told, there’d still be an
Airman Deuce there to this day with about 100 boxcars full of burn bags, opening
the hopper, putting in one bag, closing the hopper, sliding back the steel and
concrete floor damper with his foot to let the bag drop into the furnace, sliding
the damper back into place, and repeating the process ad nauseam. We were
much more efficient, and had infinitely more fun. Could get much more done,
even with one guy asleep on the bag pile.
Apologies to Denny Bateman for the day we rubbed carbon paper inside the front
headband of his service cap and he had a recurring black streak across his
forehead for quite some time until he found the source.
There was a lot of dead time on mids as I think back. I remember taking
somebody’s field jacket one night, turning the sleeves inside out, inserting dozens
of straight pins in each sleeve w/the points toward the cuff, and then turning the
sleeves rightside again and replacing the jacket on the hanger. The jacket went
on okay, but the pins grabbed the shirtsleeves when the owner (I forget who I did
that to.) tried to take it off. I don’t believe any bleeding was involved in that
stunt.
Also BTW, I wonder if anyone else remembers “The Andersonville Agitator”
incident?
Wow! I feel like a kid who’s just gone to confession!!!!
Dean

Dean:
Great stuff!
Did you have the required official Air Force incinerator license or is
the reason I had one because of all your stunts before I came on
line? I still have the license and posted it once upon a time in either
the update or the newsletter! [For those of you not privileged to
wear a “badge” or to handle classified material, EVERYTHING in OPS
considered 'trash” especially classified trash went into a burn bag
and was incinerated! The only way it left the building was after it
had been reduced to a gray powder. Ed]
I never did all your crap. I was way to busy reading the classified
OSI and CID stuff I was supposed to be burning and then doing a
Operations Security briefing on it and all the hotels in Denmark we
were supposed to never go to! HEY! I had a NEED to know!
But yeah, if you did the feeding of that monster cooker incorrectly
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you were rewarded with a 10 foot blast of flame out of the small
door in the front. Always stand a bit to the side, I was warned. Good
thing.
And do you remember somebody back in either Interaction or the
294 analysis pit playing the BATMAN theme at full volume when
Denny came to work? He always took it well, I thought. Or maybe
that was wishful thinking?
And a license???? I didn’t need no steenkin’ license!!!
I did experience that floor-level blast of flame once, early in my burn room career.
Did not load from that side again. Yes, I do remember the Batman theme being
played for Denny. He was a frequent target for practical jokes. You’re right. He
was a good sport.

Sadaam in Drag?
This glazed relief picture is on the side of a ceramic (beer mug style?)
Theresenstein souvenir ashtray I picked up on Ebay. One side has the T-stein, and
this is on the other. No, I have no clue who it was really supposed to be but the
resemblance is amazing!

Dirk Vallo has found...
An environmentally friendly delivery service to bring his weekly imported beer
ration to his place in Florida. How it gets there from Germany is another story.
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And via Donn Koenig...
I don't quite remember our posted warning signs on our fences and walls looking
quite like this?

Perhaps we should have the Sergeants at Arms post these on the doors of the
MB2008 Hospitality Suite?

Speaking of MB2008...

From the Capo di tuttie Coppi...
From the Reservation desk at the Land Mark Resort
If you are flying straight in to Myrtle Beach and want the shuttle to take you to the
hotel, you can either go to Shuttle Services in the Airport after you arrive, or call
the Landmark yourself and tell them you
are ready to be picked up. They are about five minutes from the Airport. The
number for the desk at the Land Mark is 1-800-845-0658. ((Note: the Landmark
sends a van. Per Joe Dernoga's call to the hotel, this is NOT a handicap
accessible van if you are using a wheel chair))
And also, we have a few seats available for the Brookgreen/Georgetown Tour and
the Le Cirque Show, if anyone still needs them.

And from the Capo di Golfi
GOLF NEWS
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OK, here is an up-date on our golfing group. Our outing is scheduled to play at
Myrtle Beach National, West Course, at 0730, 7 Oct, and the cost is $68.00 for golf
and cart. (I need to have a check from each person(s) for that amount so I can pay
by credit card on 23 Sep.) This date should not interfere with any scheduled
events. I’m pretty sure that travel arrangements to and from the course can be
made with those who have driven to the reunion or have rental cars. If not, we will
work something out. I will have room in my car for at least three others.
We have times reserved for 24 persons but it still may be possible to add more. I
have confirmation from the following (hopefully all messages got through to me):
Paul Genung Jim McGovern Mel Hamill
Jack Sinagra Donn Koenig Billy Hall
Steve Murphrey* Donna Murphrey* Dirk Vallo
Mike Assenmacher John Bienko Archie Emery
Steve Schiebrel** Tom Garcia** Scott Parker**
Dick Barry Bob Briggs*** Alice Briggs***
Tony Cameron**** Gene Frank**** John Frivance****
Dallas Churchill Bill Toni
(Asterisks indicate those who wish to be on the same team; otherwise folks will
be put together on the day.)
Send checks to:
William R. Toni
13014 Victoria Heights Drive
Bowie MD 20715-3019
Any questions just call: Home: 301-262-3254; Cell: 301-905-7912 or Email
bilhelentoni@aol.com.
Thanks,
Bill
(Bill is sometimes available on Skype also.... ed )

And a side note re Tropical Storm Hannah...
during the past weekend there were two ongoing Conventions/Reunions at the
Landmark during the storm and they never missed a beat. There was no damage
at all, not even fronds off the palm trees. The show goes on! Ed.

One additional registration for MB2008...
Van Conway is now on the list.

More on Mess Halls...
I found this pic of Reyes Granado (part of a larger set with only
CMSGT Balleau id'd... and wondered if this is the guy that started
Garcia's (?) snack bar?
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I never ate much in the chow hall, except when I had CQ which seemed to be
pretty often! But I remember the Garcia's (?) snack bar starting up and was
impressed at the time with the quality of the items (tacos, pizza etc) that he had
out there every day as an alternative to the standard and continually improving
steam table stuff in the later 60's.

Doesn't this look like Kingsley Kaserne?

Photo by j. Fuhs.
From: http://www.nasaa-home.org/asa/slagle/fuhsfotos.htm which includes mixed
pics from Herzo Base and Hof betweeh 1949 and 1951. The building style looks
much more like Hof than Herzo.

And more Mess Hall narrative from Mike Helfert...
Peshawar - breakfast served prior to mids and day shifts was always
semi-liquid reconstituted eggs mixed with either chopped goat or
camel meat - you never knew which. It was served using a real deep
ice cream scoop...kinda like snot mixed with mouse turds. Usually served
with toast al carbon, and a snarl when you asked for jelly.
My family kept sending me peanut butter in the mail, Thank God. That
peanut butter went with us to Kabul, Mardan down in the Indus Valley,
up into the Himalayas, and when we drove over to Sinop at he end of
the tour (via Iran, Syria, and of course, Turkey)....
I was not too far into dementia then, or depressed, because I was born
into and raised on Army posts around the world....and cooked food still
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seemed a luxury to me....I was then into a 4th-generation Army family.
My brothers & I always kept WW2 C-rations (they were then free, sorta
food stamps for underpaid military families and a great way to get rid
of a surplus fm The War) under our beds, traded it with each other,
sold it to various peoples, and always thought it was great food. The
last time I saw C-rations used was as external armor, rather the precursor
to the modern reactive armor that expodes outward when receiving an
incoming RPG or whatever...at any rate, I vividly remember cases of
WW2 C-rations strapped to the hulls of Pershing tanks when I went to
V-nam the first time with my father (that was 1957, he was the CO of the
1st Specl Forces, they ran a chain of opium dens and whorehouses
up and down a supply trail that later become known as the H-C-M Trail,
that slimy sonuvabitch...). Of course as a 15-yr olde, I was only in
Saigon that time... it seemed natural, but by then I had spent more time
overseas than I had in that funny place called the USA....still a rather
funny place sometimes, let me tell you...

And this also from Mike as mentioned last week...
Worst chow, without a doubt, was in Tiksi, (Siberia).
Friendly staff though, they were all surviving zeks after the
civil war between the zeks and the guards there following the fall
of the USSR, and they loved Ami's - thedy all wanted to emigrate
to Texas, or any other place that was "warm"...
Hot" was an unknown concept.
The second worst chow, but worthy of a Genuinely Dishonorable
Mention due to staffing with the quite hostile and very slit-yourthroat quiet local tribesmen was at the 6937th SG in Peshawar,
Pakistan. (above)

(Mike did a NOAA instrumentation tour in Tiksi recently. You can visit this
desolate place on Google Earth. Just type in Tiksi, RU in the search bar.)

And a related finale from Claude Proctor
Jerry,
The mention of "shaving with vodka" (also by Mike!) in the current HOF
CONNECTION UPDATE No. 359 reminded me of brushing my teeth with beer -- and
Russian suds at that! When I was a professor of Russian at the Air Force
Academy, in 1979 as an Air Force officer I accompanied thirteen cadets (eleven
males and two females) to the Soviet Union (Moscow and Leningrad, which is now
St. Petersburg -- again!). We had been warned about many things, but especially
not to drink the water in Leningrad because of the intestinal parasite giardia
lamblia and the risk of a nasty case of diarrhea. So military ingenuity prevailed
once again. Each morning I trekked down to the local corner store to purchase
several bottles of beer to brush our teeth. It was disgusting stuff that was
flavored with raspberries. Nonetheless, this evil liquid disappeared much too
rapidly than its being used solely as a substitute for our toothpaste. It must have
been the dezhurnaya (duty lady) on our floor w
ho kept track of our goings and comings each day. Buy me a couple of bottles of
Kulmbacher or Monchshofbrau sometime and I'll tell you the rest of the story from
this Soviet adventure during some of the darkest days of the Cold War.
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Claude
P.S. The newsletter is a special treat each week. Thanks!

And another, non-mess hall related, from Claude that I had lost in
the email files...
From the way way back machine!
Alright, guys. Gig line straight. Collar Spiffy in place. Wheel hat visor and shoes
with spit shine. Stand tall. This one will stir your old Air Force Blue blood and
bring back some memories of the USAF flying inventory of the 50s. You may
remember the "new" song as well. Enjoy.
"Take the Blue from the skies...."
http://r.listpilot.net/c/afa/27v1kzx/1bv9y
Some of you were still slurping your Pablum when this was made, but you'll enjoy
it as well.
Claude

I recognized every one of those planes! ed!

And a compliment!

JerrySaw the names of Mike Ramsey and Ed Harvey in Update
#358. Unfortunately, Ed Harvey is listed in final fly-by.
Was just wondering who and how they were found. They
were both 291's in 6915 in early '60s. I had worked with
they both in comm center and often wondered what
happened to them (along with some others). I'm sure the
Crypto Dude, Joe Dernoga, knew them both, also. Was
just amazed they were found.
Someone does a greatjob with searches!
Thanks.
Dick Herbert
6915 RSM - 1962-63
CA Russell is the Chief Headhunter and Membership Chair and has the assistance
of Phil Ruth, Joe Dernoga, Don Riverkamp (who maintains a watch on the Reunion
Guest Book and the Chat Room, and many many others who feed them info, old
orders, reminisces and names. Thanks to you all!

From the Desk of Joe Kessler, our adjutant:
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Not only off base but way off topic!
One of our current Hof Reunion VP's has decided to follow a higher calling?

Some time ago I received this QUOTE in an email from a man I consider a DEAR
OLD FRIEND (Bobby "Stu" Sturdevant)
"You know you really should run for political office—I saw how you worked the
crowd at the Bier Fest—I’m certain you would be elected to whatever office you
ran for."

I have decided to follow his dream. Click on the White House picture when it comes up.
Tom Miklochie
http://www.inews3.com/topstory.php?id=546f6d20284d69636b297c4d696b6c6f69636865
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Secretary, Hof Reunion Association wrote:

due to my error there was NO issue 359. That number will not be
re-used...

Hof Connection Update 361
09/17/2008
www.hofreunion.com

Jerry Mangas - Secretary
hofreunion@dejazzd.com

Somebody asked about Mike Ramsey, comm center dude. I first met Mike during my
first tour in Hof. The last time I saw him was in 1971 when I returned to Hof for
a short visit. Lost track of him after that.
Lonnie Henderson

To Hof reunion members re M.B.
I'm Jim Smith. My wife Norene and I had to cancel our M.B. trip because I broke my
foot.I will miss this October fest at M.B. So I put on my M.B. T-shirt you sent me
and had my own bratwurst & beer on the deck. I have to admit the big fat brats are
not as good as the skinny ones back in Germany. Especially if the brats are filled
with M.S.G. packaged for the stores. These brats and hot dogs always taste too
salty. I'm drinking Straub beer regular. I can't buy the Straub light here in
Ohio. I have to buy it when I visit my home town in PA. My crock beer mug is from
1961 Fauching time in the Hof Brau Haus, Hof, Germany. Attached is my Oct. Fest picture
.Hope to see you at the Bronson MO. 2009 reunion.
Have fun.
Jim Smith Jan. 61-Sept. 64
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2057th Radio Relay Communications
Support to 602nd AC&W
nsmith7100@aol.com
e-mail
I have misplaced the pic of Jim relaxing with Stein mit Bier.... But I should mention that Jim
protected the interior of his Hofbräu mug from the more inferior Amibier in a rather classy
way! Ed.

A bit of Myrtle Beach information revisited
Myrtle Beach can be confusing. There are two
separate cities, North MB and MB. Each has their
own governments , police and fire depts etc.
Each city is divided basically in half with North
and South Avenues. So if you see an address of
37th Ave.South, NMB, it would be in North MB. MB
aves. run from about 82nd Ave. North to about 29th
South. The Landmark Resort is in the Southern End
of MB, very convenient to just about everything.
Another thing that can be confusing is you have a
business 17 and 17 bypass. So heading back from
the ocean, there is Ocean Blvd then the next
major road would be 17 business, than 17 bypass.
Depending upon traffic, if your going any
distance, 17 bypass would be the road to use.
The blocks are fairly small.
Via Don Riverkamp

A long piece written by some 2nd Cav media flack who had no idea what 2nd Cav were really
facing with his "10 combat ready soldiers ready to assist the border troops!" line and I bet he
never spent a day in the fog, rain, snow and mud with those troopers! It does come off as
a bit "over the top". Ed.
2nd Cav history from...
http://www.usarmygermany.com/Units/ArmoredCav/USAREUR_2ndACR.htm
including this bit, from the 80's but an attached note says it was probably
written in the 60's:
Twenty-four-hours-a-day, seven-days-a-week surveillance on the border requires a
special kind of combat organization. Because of its special versatility and its
ability to maneuver and communicate, the 2d Armored Cavalry has been assigned to
the mission of patrolling and protecting this sector of the border which separates
the Free World from the Iron Curtain Satellites.
The mission of the Regiment is to provide continuous surveillance of the border as
an outpost of western civilization and to provide warning of impending movement of
hostile forces into West Germany. The 2d Armored Cavalry serves as the "eyes and
ears" of Seventh Army.
The Regiment has three squadrons on line. The 2d Squadron is on the west, the 3d
Squadron on the south-east, and the 1st Squadron in the center; Regimental
headquarters and attached units are located at Merrell Barracks in Nurnberg near
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the center of the Regimental sector.
Reconnaissance troops from the 2d Armored Cavalry's three squadrons occupy base
camps in the Regimental border zone. Troops are normally rotated every thirty days
to the squadron home stations and as a general rule no troop remains on border
duty over thirty days at any one time.
Border Surveillance is accomplished by means of Border Outposts at strategic
points along the border, manned by reconnaissance personnel on a round-the-clock
basis, supplemented by border patrols on the routes paralleling the border. Voice
and CW radios as well as point-to-point telephone communications are utilized to
insure an unbroken communications' chain for observation, patrolling and
reporting. Patrols and Outpost personnel are briefed on their duties daily and are
debriefed for information of significance daily after returning from their border
duty tour.
Border patrols are made up of men from scout sections of the reconnaissance
troops. Each six-man section is a closely knit team; these men know each other and
their jobs well; they have to, because their duty requires competence and a
reliance on each other at all times.
Along the border roads and lanes the five-man patrols travel in two jeeps, which
always move close together. The first jeep is radio equipped, while the second
mounts a machine gun. They are in constant radio communication with the border
station, nearby patrols and observation posts.
The 2d Armored Cavalry troopers in observation posts along the border have the
responsibility of watching what their counterparts across the Iron Curtain are
doing at all hours of the day and night. Light aircraft and helicopters make
frequent swings along the border for aerial reconnaissance missions. The 10 place
H-34 helicopter sometimes carries a team of combat-ready soldiers ready to assist
border troops on short notice.
The border is not a hospitable place. All roads between East and West are blocked.
Armed guards have been placed at all crossing points. All bridges over main
thoroughfares have been destroyed and the trickle of legal traffic across the
border is being channeled over a few secondary, easily controlled roads. Along the
frontier, defensive works, some still dating from the period of tension before
World War II have been strengthened, extended and improved. Semi-military Soviet
Satellite Police Forces, well trained and equipped with modern light infantry
weapons patrol this border around the clock, enforcing rigid travel control
measures.
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Who wants to volunteer...

the rest of the Captain Alphabet story, or the inside scoop as to whether the
Chief of the Air Police, Capt. Bill Cutler, had a squad of flying gypsies working
for him?

Chow halls, Mess Halls and Dining Halls....

After burying my Hof experience for 40+ years it's been eyeopener to hear from and
talk with such great folks again. And lord, the things and adventures I just plain
forgot.
Sorry we couldn't attend Myrtle Beach; looking forward to Branson!
Thanks for making my opening introductions to "Hof website and reunion" so
memorable these past two years. Appreciate your extra effort in getting me
"hooked-up."Sorry you're giving-up such a thankless job. You do it very well!
PS:
my worst chow hall experience was at Hof I lived in the barracks; and had food
tastes to match. Came off days at the site and they were serving what looked like
steaks. Shoulda' known when I asked for two, and nobody argued. sat down and in my
first big bite, discovered it was LIVER!
Lord was I sick! (STILL REMEMBER THAT HORRIBLE TASTE!) And I've never been able to
even smell liver since.
always hated liver; my mother could never get me to eat it...my dad loved it.
another eating memory @ Hof...came off mids late one day...went directly to 5K
Club..Heinekin's were 5 cents...we used to try to cover those little tables with
green bottles...anyway, on a bet, had a box of cornflakes cereal sprinkled-over
with half a Heinekin....ate them...but never tried it again...won $5, too!...
God bless....have fun in Myrtle Beach...
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Luckyshack

I cannot imagine a steak cooked so poorly it looked like liver!
And I like liver... cooked right. Sounds like yours went thru the deep fryer?
The burying of Hof probably happened to many and I just hope I gave some the
vehicle to get back on the Hofer track with. Ed

And more on chow halls....
Re the worst/best chow halls. I concur with your findings to the extent that
college chow sucks and remote bases put out a good meal. My worst was IU (Indiana
Univ) and the best was NE Cape, St, Lawrence Island, located in the scenic Bering
Sea. By the way, NE Cape is now closed, dismantled and classified as a toxic waste
clean-up site.
IU had a ham hash that we nicknamed "Teen Angel," as it reminded you of what the
aftermath of a train wreck probably looked like and probably had the same flavor.
They also did bad things to spinach - and I liked spinach. Again, we did the same
as the Syracusians, only we went to "Nick's Olde English Pub" for pizza and
quaffed a few.
NE Cape (6980h RSM and 712th AC&W) had good stuff. We were supposed to be eating
powered eggs most of the time, but the Mess Sgt pulled strings and had fresh eggs
flown in with all regular flights of the C-123's (WX permitting). If he ever had
to use powdered eggs, the only choice you had was scrambled, it was mixed with the
last of the real eggs, and he would be at the front of the chow line to apologize.
We had steaks often and I don't think I saw any rations used up there - the
closest was "fruit cocktail." There was a barge that would come in every July to
deliver a year's supply of rations which lasted about 10 months because the Mess
Sgt would chuck out things he thought were unfit (the local Eskimos would rescue
the stuff though). The food was good enough most of the officers would eat there
instead of the Officers Club. We didn't have the option of going downtown and
eating on the economy as Savoonga was a 20 mile trip by Weasel, and if you did
actually get there it would be a very spartan menu featuring whale blubber and
walrus parts. I tucked in a pic of the "base" (White Alice in the background) and
you can compare it to Trab.
As far as Hof goes, the chow was pretty bad when I got there but pretty good by
the time I left. Amazing the difference a Mess Sgt can make.
I don't think any of these duty stations had the worst or the best, but they got
close. All in all, we know how to complain.
Phil Murray
Phil's note caused a flashback... to Trabzon. In deference to Tumco or the Tumpane
Company, yesterday's Halliburton or KBR, who did a really great job on food most
of the time but there were limits. One was fresh milk. We suffered with something
called "reconstituted milk". No, I have NO idea what it was reconstituted from but
it was not fit for growing boys. We avoided it. And when I came back to the ZI
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from Turkey I couldn't eat chicken for years. We had survived on chicken and eggs for a
month when the supply ship got rerouted by a winter storm. We had really decent
German, Italian and Turkish contract cooks but there are only so many ways you can
do chicken and eggs, the only "approved" local supplies we could get! 90 meals
straight of chicken and/or eggs. Ed.

More on messhalls...

With all due respect to my long time compadre, Mike Helfert, I betcha most of us
pondered our "dining" experiences strictly in view of the MILITARY facilities of
haute cuisine in which we forced to chow down. I submit that "in service of our
country" experiences should also be allowed. (There may be Peace Corp folks and
others who lived in some really primitive areas of the world.) The slop chutes of
the late 50's and early 60's were certainly orders of magnitude better than their
predecessors of WWII and Korea but none could EVER compare to the intestinal
challenges Mike & company faced in the COMPLETE absence of hygiene that most
humans are used to in this day and age. I submit his service, while with the NOAA,
should be recognized as service above and beyond his country and be ranked with
our other military forays into gastroenteritis.
In Trabzon, Turkey ALL rookies underwent a 3 to 4 month intestinal "acclamation"
which eventually was traced to unsanitary conditions by the kitchen staff, That
literally translated to traces of urine and feces in the "chow" we were being
served on nice white table cloths in the "dining Hall."
I suspect many of us old-timers could survive the ingestion of microbes that would
affect our civilian counterparts severely?? Let's hope we don't have to find out.
Your yeoman efforts have not gone unnoticed. MANY, MANY heartfelt thanks for your
tremendous service to the organization.
Ken Kelley
[in fairness to the Tumpane Company, the Halliburton of those times, in my 455
daze on the mountain overlooking Trab, I never had a bout of anything and I ate
anywhere there was food available, in the mess hall, the NCO Club, the Snack Bar
(Grilled Salami sandwiches!) and downtown... But I must admit that I never drank the
water downtown or the Limonata served in a community glass. Screaming hot tea, not
lemonade with a
very interesting name, Kola Koca and Iki tani Birra! ed]
Retirement Notes!
I have received many many thank you notes from many many folks but these two ladies
kind of summed up my original intent when I took over the update 4 years ago.
It seemed at the time that a lot of our history, our lore and legend (and some lies)
were slowly being lost and I wanted to capture or recover as many of those
memories as possible. I hope I have accomplished some of that. Ed.

Dear Jerry,
I for one will miss your incredible weekly updates when you retire. You
have made me remember many of the good times Woody & I had while in Hof
1967-1970. One of these years I want to go back and see what it all looks
like today. My older sons remember our times there fondly. Our youngest
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has never been out of the US except to go to Canada a few times.
Enjoy the reunion in Myrtle Beach and hopefully the weather will be great
and no hurricanes or tropical storms during that time.
Please pass on my hello to anyone who might remember us.
Fondly,
Shirley Woods

Jerry
I want to thank you for the terrific job you've done as Secretary of the
Association. You persevered when ISP's got cranky to ensure we all got a copy of
the newsletter. You had to resend to me several times, and I appreciated that.
I looked forward to the newsletter every week... just to see who had what to
remember... and marveled at the memories of people who were stationed at Hof
before and after "our" time there. I've often wondered how it was that Hof was so
special to so many of us... we had tours in Alaska and several places in the
states, but bonded with no others like we did with Hof and the friends made there.
Like you, I've rekindled old friendships and made more friends since joining the
reunion association and look forward every year to seeing them again and perhaps
making new friends. With almost 400 members planning to attend the MB reunion,
making new friends seems a likely possibility.
Thanks again for all your hard work. Hope you enjoy your retirement..... :o)

Peggy Adams

There might be more than a few of us that qualify for this?
All former Hofers certainly know what beer is.
Have you put on more than a few pounds from beer over the years,
and would really like to shed some of them?
Here is a website from the online August 28 edition of military.com
that can lead to a thinner you.
http://www.military.com/military-fitness/workouts/beer-and-fitness-can-it-be?ESRC=airforce-a.nl
Phil Ruth
Personally, I liked the "potato sack" exercise that made the rounds a while back.
Works for me! ed.
Acronyms...
Going through the weekly a story clicked, related to nothing in the newsletter.
Working a Mid, one night, a sign appeared on the wall next to the door to 203
analysis. It read "WARBI." In front of the sign was senior woodchuck Will
Patterson. As I passed by he stopped me and asked what the sign meant. So, I
gave him the standard translation, "We are run by idiots." Will smiled, and went
off to his office. Some time later I passed the area of the original sign, and
noticed there was a new one hanging. It read "WASBI" Will came up to me. I
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asked, "O.K., so what does that mean?"
Smiling, he said, "We are served by idiots."
I don't know if that's worth printing, but if not, maybe you got a smile from it.
Joe Eberhardt

CA Russell wrote:
Jerry,
Gina Inman, member and daughter of John Inman and one of our usual translators in Hof
has a book about her volunteer teaching trip to Namibia this past spring.. be nice if you could
show the cover in one of your last Updates, if you have room..
BTW... ya done good man!! Thank You!
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CA Russell
This Connection effort has NOT a one man show! Only reason it had any legs at all is you and
people
like you that wanna contribute and can "remember"! Ed.

From the Depths of the Adjutant's Desk (which is far deeper than mine)
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the complete home address for Sylvan Richter above is 600 Straffan Dr #303, Lutherville
Timonium, MD
just a bit long for the xls file.

A bit off base....
A view from Munich and a Book Review together...
The Teeth of the Tiger... by Tom Clancy
I knew I was really gonna like it when I got to this point:
Our heroes are in Munich.... they sit down at a table in front of a Gasthaus...
A waiter appears and says: "Was darf es sein?"
"Zwei Dunklebieren, Bitte" says Dominic, exhausting two thirds of his remaining
high school German. The remainder had to do with finding his way to the
Heerenzimmer, always useful to know in any language.
"Americans, yes?" the waiter went on.
"Is my accent that bad?" Dominic asked with a weak smile.
"Your speech is not Bavarian and your clothes look American," the waiter observed
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matter-of-factly as if the sky were blue.
"OK, then two glasses of dark beer, if you please, sir."
"Two Kulmbachers, sofort!" the man responded and then headed back inside."
Any book with Kulmbacher Beer mentioned has GOT to be a good book!
This is NOT a book to try and fall asleep with, in spite of the 1 paragraph
ending! Several familiar Clancy heroes and characters are referred to from past
books but in general it is a newer, fresher cast of characters with new enemies
and new and nastier methods of dealing with the bad guys.
4 thumbs up and 1 down for the very abrupt ending...
The "killers" are not NSA trained in this one!

And what REALLY happens at Hof Reunions?
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From: "Secretary, Hof Reunion Association" <hofreunion@dejazzd.com>
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To: eberhardtjo@comcast.net, mshp741r@charter.net, bhopper1@grandecom.net,
Mundaysis2@aol.com, phil_hra@att.net, william.porteous.ctr@jsc.mil,
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Hof Connection Update #362
www.hofreunion.com
9/24/2008

Jerry Mangas - Secretary
hofreunion@dejazzd.com

GOLFERS:
I have only received 10 of the 22 payments for golf at the
Reunion. My contact is going to call me tomorrow for payment
and I can't in all honesty pay for the missing 12 people. I will
try and put him off until after they mail arrives tomorrow and
then try to work something out with the guy at Landmark but
will make no promises.
Bill Toni

Bilhelentoni@aol.com

A Reminder...
For the people who purchased Carolina Opry Show Tickets for
Monday, October 6th.
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Remember to pack them in your luggage. People may have
purchased them so long ago and received them via mail and
may have forgotten that fact.
Thanks ..... Don Riverkamp

Latest MB2008 listing....
This will be the last full posting of the MB2008 attendees:
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Nominated for Better Mess Hall Management in an ugly place!
From Phil Murray, our Newsletter Editor...
There aren't that many people that will admit they spent a tour
at NE Cape. There probably is a place worse than that but it will
be hard to find.
The Dining Hall Saga of North East Cape circa July of 1960
When I flew up there in a C-123, besides several large GPU's,
edible provisions, misc support items and a bunch of other
troops hunkering on the crates, there was a MSgt with a
Spanish type name that I've forgotten and he was to be the new
Mess Sgt. As the aircraft was being off-loaded, he scooted up to
the site and surveyed the Dining Hall - he scooted back and
returned to Elmendorf on the same aircraft. We all figured he
was a "wimp." However, he was far from it. He had heard tales
concerning the condition of the Dining Hall and verified them in
just a matter of moments.
In about a week, he returned, bringing a bunch of stuff on the
aircraft with him, and arranged a couple more flights with
additional stuff - things like paint, flooring, curtains, chairs,
tables and I think there was even some plastic flowers and
vases. I guess he had a bunch of clout at the "Command" level.
Almost immediately the Dining Hall started it's resurrection the rest was history. There was even new serving equipment.
It may not have been the greatest chow but it was damn good
and Sarge was always there to check on things and even get
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our opinions when something new was done. Annually the Navy
would drag a barge up there and off-load the provisions for a
year. Sarge would monitor the quality of the supplies as they
would be taken from stores and the stuff that didn't pass
muster would be chucked. It really wasn't wasted as the local
Eskimos would kinda take care of those things. If we ever had
any C or K rations, they would be bolstered with fresh/edible
stuff, but we would still have a shot at those old Chesterfields
and Luckies in the little green packs, not to mention the P-38's.
The overall quality of the food was dependent on the weather if we had a long string of inclement flying weather we would
occasionally notice it in the food but Sarge would apologize and
always arrange a little pay back later and we'd have a steak or
two, or something equally tasty. There was one draw back.
Lunch would be served "on position" and always dry,
stick-in-the-mouth bologna sandwiches, canned "fresh" milk
and maybe a fruit cup. The exception was Thanksgiving and
Christmas - they would bring warm fresh food and set up a
quick serving line in the OPS coffee shop.
And I might add that this was an all military effort, there
weren't any civilian contractors involved. Sarge and I rotated
almost the same time so I don't know what happened when he
left - hopefully someone came in and continued the new
tradition.
All in all it was an experience but I don't miss the 7-7-7 work
schedule (that's 7 days on- 7 mids on - 7 swings on). The
weather was interesting and there was a "pet" Caribou named
Buck that would harass us.

Some added mess hall memories-I am SO SORRY that I haven't been reading your (weekly) missives -- I
always thought they were just updates and reminders! If I had known that
folks were BS-ing and remembering... hell, it would've filled out my day!
Don't know when Phil Murray was at NE Cape, but in '58 we had that yearly
food barge (The Mona Lisa) and that was it -- In the 11th month on we ate
WWII C-ration hot dogs and horse meat! Fresh eggs and fresh milk were
unknown quantities. It's a shame what's happened to the place. We really
can be ugly Americans when we want. When I was there the place was
visually spectacular -- we just pulled up stakes and left a mess.
Hof was GREAT food. I used to like working the midnight shift 'cause you
got two breakfasts, and liver and onions days were special -- lotsa guys
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hated it, so second helpings were a snap!
By the way, in 1960 some sick Hof puppy dreamed up a 'Death' pool -- Put a
bunch of famous people on slips of paper, each one cost a buck -- if your
person died first you got the money. Lots of people trading their slips up or
down, with old people at a premium, but the one everyone thought was going
to win was Fidel Castro! I think he may be the only one left! (Caryl
Chessman won it -- remember him?)
+Jack Krug (Hof '59-60)

for the real Military History freaks?
A Beer/Bier in MB for the first winnah!
What do the following things have in common?
Austin, Buick, Cadillac, Chevrolet, Chrysler and Cord and a
date, November 1, 1945?

True Confessions of a Dark and Stormy Night!
Actually, it wasn't dark and stormy, it was a typical northern
Siberian night in Hof am Saale, Bayern. It was December 29th,
1961, and the temperature was hovering near absolute zero. In
other words, normal for Hof. It was also my 21st birthday.
Dog Trick, my flight, was working mids, but I had the night off
to celebrate my birthday. And where else does one celebrate
one's birthday in Hof than at the Erika bar?
So off I went to welcome the next part of my life, life after 21.
Don't remember how many Ratzeputzes and Steinhagers and
whatevers I had at Jakes, but somewhere during the night,
friends? decided the Chief had celebrated enough, and it was
time for him to go beddy by. The Chief was in no condition to
make any decisions for himself. These friends? called a taxi for
him, and took him outside Jake's to wait for the taxi. The Chief
immediately assumed a sitting position on the sidewalk, and
proceeded to put several knots on his head by falling back into
the brick wall. It was bitter cold, but the Chief didn't feel a
thing.
Finally, the taxi came, the Chief's friends? put him in the taxi
and told the driver to take him to Kingsley Kaserne. Upon
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arriving at the Kaserne, the Chief tumbled out of the taxi in the
street outside the gate. A couple of his Dog Trick friends? who
were waiting to go work that mid shift saw him stumble and
fall, and said, "I don't think he's gonna get up. Think maybe we
oughta help him?" While these friends? were debating the
merits of helping a drunken Injun, some gomer Rad came by on
a moped and ran over the Chief. The Chief didn't feel a thing.
The friends? decided, yes, we better help him up. They
managed to get the Chief up to the fourth floor and his bunk,
and deposited him there. The Chief didn't feel a thing.
About two in the morning, some Charlie Tricker with whom the
Chief had exchanged a few words earlier in the evening came
into the room with the intent of doing bodily harm to the Chief.
He picked the Chief up off his bunk, turned him loose so he
could smack him around a bit, and the Chief promptly fell, hit
the end of the bunk and chipped a front tooth.
But the Chief didn't feel a thing.
So more friends? hauled the Chief across the street to the
Dispensary where they patched him up as best they could. Still,
the Chief didn't feel a thing.
Next morning, a very hung over, now 21 year old Injun
awakened. He had lumps on the back of his head, motorcycle
tread marks across his shirt, and was whistling through a
broken front tooth. Contrary to the lack of feeling of the
previous night, the Chief now felt all the pain associated with
the previous night's activities.
Maybe it was a dark and stormy night. Sure wish I could
remember it.
Lonnie Henderson, Hof, 1961-64, 1965-68.

Obituary...
Bobby Sturdevant wrote:
This is to inform everyone of the passing of Lt Col Croft, who
was the Deputy Commander of Hof Air Station during the 66-69
timeframe. He passed away on Monday 15 September of
congestive heart failure. He was 88 years old and served 29
years in the Army Air Corp (41-47) and US Air Force (47-70) He
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is survived by his wife, of 63 years, Mary Croft; son, Jimmy
Croft, both of San Antonio; daughters, Patty Cavillini of San
Diego, Marlene Lancaster of Seattle, and Katie Croft-Walsh,
Bonnie Hughes and Joanne Billingsley, all of San Antonio. He
lived at 10611 Mt. Tipton, San Antonio TX 76213-1629, phone
210-341-8958. I remember him very well—traveling up and
down the autobahn between Hof and Bindlach, rain, snow or
shine, in his big MG touring car, sometimes with a fur coat on
and waiving at everyone who passed him—which was a feat in
itself because he loved to drive fast! I think he probably
thought he was on one of his 35 Combat Missions, flying his big
4 engine bomber where he earned the Distinguished Flying
Cross, one of many awards he received. Please remember him
in your prayers and add him to the Final Flyby. STU

WILLIAM HENRY CROFT
Born: Jan. 16, 1920, in Rathbone, N.Y.
Died: Sept. 15, 2008 in San Antonio
Military: Army Air Corps, 1941-47; U.S. Air Force, 1947-70
Survived by: His wife, Mary Croft; son, Jimmy Croft, both of San
Antonio; daughters, Patty Cavallini of San Diego, Marlene
Lancaster of Seattle, and Katie Croft-Walsh, Bonnie Hughes and
Joanne Billingsley, all of San Antonio; 22 grandchildren and five
great-grandchildren.
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Bonnie Hughes smoked her first cigarette when she was in the
eighth grade. When her father found a lit cigarette on top of the
refrigerator, she said it wasn't hers.
And even though Hughes and her father were the only two
people in the house, he walked away without further
questioning. The guilt of it all forced Hughes to tell her father
the truth. And the next words her father said not only changed
her life, but also summed up his life, she said.
“You're the oldest, and I need you,” Hughes remembers her
father saying, using a calm tone. “I need you to set an example;
I need you.”
That was the last cigarette she ever smoked. Her father, Lt.
Col. William Henry Croft, who died Monday from congestive
heart failure at age 88, always knew what to say and do to
create positive results.
That knack he learned from his parents, who were farmers who
moved from Omaha, Neb., to New York before Croft was born.
Croft, who grew up on a farm in Rathbone, N.Y., lived through
some of the country's toughest times. And when the farm goods
didn't sell, Croft's family turned their barn into a dance hall.
He was only 10 when he learned to make the best of the worst
situations, but that story carried over into his personal life and
military career in the Army Air Corps and Air Force.
On one occasion, Croft was late reporting back from one of his
35 missions and was listed as missing in action. Running out of
gas, and flying a four-engine plane in which three of the engines
had been shot out, somehow he still managed to survive. Croft
was awarded the Distinguished Flying Cross, one of many
awards he received throughout his 29-year career.
During his military service he found time to marry his longtime
friend Mary. Croft wasn't thought to be smart, so he married the
smartest girl at his high school, his family said.
When joking with his wife, he used to ask her where she would
be without him, and her reply was always, “Probably the CEO of
IBM.”
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They were married for 63 years. She traveled with him all over
the world while raising six children. After a short stay in
Germany, the family settled in San Antonio.
“Your dad is the greatest man in the world,” a private once told
one of Croft's daughters, Marlene Lancaster.
“Flat tire, sick child, broken leg, it didn't matter, he was there,”
she said. “He was the leader of men and the leader of his
children.”

More from Ken Cash...
Today I went to the Funeral service for Col Croft. I talked to his
oldest Daughter, Marlene. She said her dad drove a big 1939
MG. I cannot find a picture of a large MG but his was big
enough to carry several teenagers, The only pictures I can find
are for 2 seaters. Marlene said it was a large MG and is now in
a museum in Dallas. She said it was a rare model and only
about 300 were made and she wished they still owned it. Maybe
you know somebody who knows antique cars? They had a very
nice Catholic service and he is now buried at Fort Sam Houston
here in San Antonio.
Something like this, perhaps?

from Wikipedia

From the Depths of the Desk of the Adjutant, Joe Kessler.
For those attending MB2008, you will be exposed to more of Joe's talents!
Watch for them and tell him THANKS in person!
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And a bit of Health Care humor from Herman Naron
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Hof Connection Update #363
www.hofreunion.com

Jerry Mangas - Secretary
hofreunion@dejazzd.com

Housekeeping notes:
This will be the last update published until after Oct 18th since the entire
Board of Directors is on or will be on the road and will all be eventually in
MB. All Reunion offices will be closed. If there is some emergency I am
sure the staff at the Landmark Resort would have no problem taking or
passing on messages.
Issue 364 of the Updates will be published from this email address so that
all members who use address-based spam blockers will have a week to
incorporate the address for the new Secretary elected in MB. Issue 365
will come from that address, to be announced in 364.
Hofreunion@dejazzd will continue and all mail will be forwarded.
Some checking of the various hofreunion addresses will be done from
Myrtle Beach since the hotel has wireless in every room, but the amount
of time available for reading and responding to emails is usually pretty
limited. If you have never been to a Reunion you might be amazed at how
much life is left in some of these Geezers!
If you get a response that says a mailbox is full, please understand the
situation and check again or after the reunion is over and the participants
have returned home.
Thanks
Jerry Mangas
Secretary
Hof Reunion Association
2004-2008

Myrtle Beach Bound?
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Just spoke with the manager of Crabby Mike’s to check on the price and
availability of gasoline in the MB area. The prices before the hurricanes
were around $3.45/gallon and are now around $3.68/gallon. There has
been no shortage. Thought you’d all like to know since many of you will
be driving. Pass on the info to others in the association.
See you all soon!
Peggy Adams

For those of you driving to MB....
Gas prices by county/zip code and local stations, all over the country!
Don't buy gas in the red counties! Plan for the green ones or pay up!
http://www.gasbuddy.com/GB_Map_Gas_Prices.aspx
zoom out to see the whole country with all counties or zoom further in to
see the local areas.
And WHILE you are driving....
http://www.speedtrap.org/speedtraps/ste.asp?state=SC&city=North%20Myrtle%20Beach
For the record and risking some editorializing here, I totally disagree with
the position of this website on daytime running lights and on seatbelt.

More on gasoline supplies...
From Pat Emmons at the Landmark in MB
Gas prices are running about $3.67+ for regular and $3.78-3.80 for mid
price gasoline-some higher, some lower depending on station; however,
I have not heard about any shortages. Anyone heading through Charlotte
NC should fill their tanks before entering North Carolina in that area as
we understand there are major shortages in Charlotte???? Know of no
problems in our general area so far. Have also heard that the Atlanta
Georgia area has shortages but I have no concrete evidence for any of
them.
Pat
From CA Russell east of Atlanta...
Not bad around here, fuel depot is in Macon.. 50 miles from here. Every
once in awhile a station will run dry, but generally they are making sure
that the "Interstate" locations are o.k., prices in the $3.70 + - range.
Overall.. I'm not concerned, I can make it there on less than a tank of gas,
don't think there will be any problems.
Not the "Horse's mouth", but somewhere close...
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c.a.r.
And the info from Sept 29th from AAA...
Motorists are cautioned to not let their tanks go below 1/4 full when
entering the following areas:
Chattanooga, TN, Greenville/Spartanburg SC, I-20 from GA to AL (the
Talladega races are this weekend and there will be a jillion folks out
there!) and NE GA, Athens, Dalton and Gainesville. (See CA's note above.
He lives just south of this area).
Remember! The above was dated the 29th of September, and things are
improving delivery wise day by day!

Re NB2008
Reviews of 3 German Restaurants in MB and a whole bunch of others
back on the main page!
http://www.myrtlebeachscrestaurants.com/German.html:
as always, your milage may vary...
Golfers
OK, we've got paid slots for 19 golfers, and you know who you are.
Looking forward to seeing you all on Monday, Oct 6th, and we can try and
finalize the pairings.
Bill Toni
Disappointingly news...
I just got off the phone with Colonel (excuse me, brain fart) “Ralph Glover”
and he told me that he had suffered a minor stroke and was now the proud
possessor of a pace-maker and would not be able to make it to the
Oktoberfest in Myrtle Beach but he hopes that everyone will have a Wonderful
time and to host one for him and Jo An and he hopes to see us in Branson
MO. He is still under doctor’s care. Please keep him in your prayers. Jerry
please put this in this week’s update.
Thanks, STU

Subject: Re: Hof Connection Update 362
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Sir:
God bless Lonnie Henderson!
This now elderly body winces, recalling Lonnie Henderson's
unknowing adventure and the wonder
it generated on all shifts at Hof. Even the Army guys stepped-off Kaserne
sidewalks when our big Indian
limped-by in serene.majesty..
However, what our august Indian failed to mention---was his
roommates, trick mates, and other Ami's,
resident @ the Kaserne, made him carry the jacket from his wondrous
night out to the site (to be passed
to all hands), to the 5K Club (where it was the recommended for a special
auction), and even to the Augen
Blick for regional display as all sought to identify the motorcycle driver.
(Don't think it ever got cleaned!)
Later, at a night @ Jake's, cool heads were required to cancel a
multiple-personnel exercise to
establish and man a night rope Station (after midnight by Jake's regulars)
outside the Kaserne to
'de-throne' all Rads on motorcycles in an attempt to bring retribution on
the unknown, dastardly, Rad
who ram over our Lonnie in the street.
Death to those who abuse Blaeder Ami's! lying im der Strasse after
midnight!! (Regret I didn't have
my 21st birthday until after I left Hof.)
yall have brought back thoughts, memories, and stuff I'd long forgotten.
Luckyshack
Augenblick? You mean the Schönblick? I can't imagine a German
Gasthaus named "Blink of an Eye"! Sound more like a British Pub to me.
ed.
A bit more on Bucky from the REAL SIBERIA...
From Jack Krug
My shift got Bucky (Apr-May, '58?)and WEANED him to adulthood. Too
many stories (and much too funny!) to recount here. One of the best and
shortest, though:
Bucky, as I'm sure you know, thrived on NE Cape chow -- he was the
biggest, fattest caribou, Guinness book of records stuff if they had that
category. Anyway, he was frolicking outside late one Spring when an
Eskimo hunter spied him. I happened to have armory duty (Did you guys
have that?) and was about a hundred yards away, preparing to test-fire
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some of our inventory. The hunter was zeroing in his semi-automatic
Mossberg when I stopped him with four shots in the air from a .45.
I told him that Bucky was the official caribou of the President of the
United States! He walked away shaking his head. I may even have a pic
of Bucky as a baby
-- lemme root around!
A story from Dave Sallinger....
Dave relates a story from his time with the 6915th in Hof, as they were
"redecorating" the 15th barracks to hold more people priory to the new
site build-up.
Seems that as they moved into the soon to be 6915th barracks they got
into some of the rooms on the second floor and discovered pallets of
never touched WW II C Rations. They thought they had struck gold, and
from the stories of the chow hall about that time (early 60's) perhaps they
had. Dave was he was really partial to the corned beef hash!
Until the First Shirt of the day informed them all that all those rations had
been condemned as unfit for human consumption.
Which goes to prove, I guess, that GI's will, in the proper circumstances,
eat most anything.
Re the last update and the car names and the date of Nov 1...
The names were the code names of beaches that would be used for the
planned invasion of the Japanese mainland. All the invasion beaches
were code named for cars. Three full Army divisions were planned to be
used in this particular attack. Just about all the available US and British
resources, including many drawn from Europe were included in the
planning.
Those particular names were on the Island of Kyoshu in southern Japan
and were intended to be used as a base for the USAAC in their bombing
efforts.
As we all know, the war ended before those plans had to be put into use.
Tom Mokloice and Barry Springsteen both earned a beer at Myrtle Beach.
Mik actually came in first but Barry had more detail of the operation.

Crosstalk from other units...
The Officers of Hof Reunion, in an effort to continually attract lost or
missing members keep a listing on a variety of sites of our Reunion
information and our upcoming Reunion activities.
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As a result of one of those listings I got a call from a member of the
602nd AC&W from the 1970's, at Gieblestadt and elsewhere, wanting to
know what in the world Hof ever had to do with the 602nd! He was well
aware of Döbraberg, since it was part of the "Net" but he had no idea that
the 602nd in two different forms had been stationed in the Hof area at any
time.
I filled him in on a lot of detail and he was most amazed at the size of our
group and the numbers we attract to our Reunions. His organization is
strictly unit based, just the 602nd at Gieb as I remember and his
impressions of Hof were interesting.... He was informed somewhere along
the line that if he tried to go to the Hof area he would be arrested. He was
not aware of the 5K zone, just that there was a limit to how close he could
get to the fence. He had no idea there were any other American forces
there in Hof, that there was a Kaserne there full of Air Force, Army Air
Corps (at one time in the brown shoe days), Constabulary, Security
Service ASA, Cav, Luftwaffe and the Grenzschutz und zo weiter.
He was quite interested in how we managed to grow so large and I asked
him to drop me an email and we would be delighted to share some of our
"growth" secrets. He was most impressed with our reunions in Hof and
the amount of local cooperation that Robert is able to achieve.
I had no idea we were that far out of the mainstream of the US Military in
Europe. Bayrischer Siber for certain!
But no.... CA and the membership team is not for sale...Nor is the rest of
the staff, Joe, Nate, Robert, Phil and Barry....
Although, in thinking about it... I haven't heard his offer yet. I wonder
what I could get for a Senior Advisor?

Missing your DD214 (and for those who have not yet applied for Social
Security, this is a MUST HAVE document!
Get it here at:
http://www.archives.gov/veterans/military-service-records/dd-214.html
Delivery is by mail and takes about two weeks +/-

An Obituary...
It's always kind of sad when a member drops out of sight and we don't
realize it until later.
Thanks to Dean Reed, we have the following:

JOEL. B. KNOWLES
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June 3, 1937 - July 31, 2008
Age 71, passed away 7-31-2008 in Placerville. He was born 6-3-1937 in
Quincy, Mass. Preceded in death by son, David Knowles. Survived by:
wife of 26 years, Mary Knowles: son, Erik Knowles; grandsons, Jimmy
Edgerton and Andy Edgerton; stepsons, Mike Edgerton and Douglas
Edgerton; granddaughters, Leah Edgerton, Holly Knowles and Katie
Knowles; brother, Bobby Knowles; sister, Sue Hudson. There will be a
Celebration of Life party Sunday Aug. 24th at Joel and Mary's home
starting at 11:30am. All friends are invited.
Mary Knowles would be interested in hearing from anybody who knew
her husband and will pass any correspondence on to their son for his
info also.
And sort of an Obituary...
The Freiheitshalle, which began life as the Adolf Hitler Halle in 1934 is due
to be replaced at a cost of about 12 million Euros. Construction is
planned to begin in 2009 and the current Halle will stay in use until 2010.
In the immediate post war period the newly renamed Freiheitshalle was
used by the US Army Occupation troops as a major sports center for
basketball tourneys from all over Europe. It was apparently one of the few
large halls where one could actually play basketball indoors that was still
standing at war's end.

From the Adjutant's desk...
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Hof Connection Update 364
www.hofreunion.com

Jerry Mangas - Secretary 2004-2008
hofreunion@dejazzd.com

Housekeeping notes: Next week's issue, 365 and all further updates will
come from Don Riverkamp, your newly elected Secretary. Please make sure
you have Don's NEW NEW NEW Secretary address in your books or there is
the chance that the weekly's will be blocked by your spam filters.
don.hofsecretary@sbcglobal.net will do it.
The hofreunion@dejazzd.com address will remain open for any and all of my
Reunion associated e-mails because that address is listed in so many places
on the web as the contact point for the Reunion. Mail to the
hofreunion@dejazzd address will be forwarded as needed. My personal mail
should go to jmangas@dejazzd.com.

photo by ye ed.
Sunrise on the Grand Strand

Every year since 2002 Pat and I have had the pleasure of attending the
Annual Hof Reunion. Every year has been an improvement over the last. They
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just get better and better and this year was no exception
It's all over now but still lives on in the memories of the 330 folks who made
the annual pilgrimage, this year to the South Carolina Grand Strand for a
week of reminiscing, a little carousing, a small amount of beer consumption
of some really incredible brews (one from Downingtown, PA called Prima
Pils... and it WAS! As good as any of the many Czech beers I have ever had)
and another, a very serious beer with a name that could be familiar to many
of you... EKU 28 im Fass, procured at great labor and expense by our Chief
Headhunter, Brewmaster and Bon Vivant, CA Russell.
We drank well, no matter your choice of beverage, we slept well, first to the
rumbling sound of tens of thousands of unmuffled motorcycles during the
beginning weekend and later to the sound of the surf smacking the beach in
front of our balconies. The Weather Gods once again cooperated, sending
tropical breezes, warm temperatures and blue skies every day. That always
wonders me since the "Tradition" for years said that if Charlie Trick was on
break, it would rain. Charlie Trick was and it didn't. Again! That is, I think, at
least 6 years running of great weather. It might be more.
And yes, we ate as well as we played and partied. Very well and perhaps too
well. >From the Dog House to Crabby Mike's, to the Pub or the Gazebo and
any of the 1500 other restaurants up and down the Strand, to the Bratwurst
and hot Kartoffelsalat mit Speck at the Buffet and even to Bodo's, a German
spot that featured Pink Floyd instead of the more traditional Om Pah music to
go with your Schnitzel und Rippchen. We ate steamers, oysters, crab legs
and mud bugs, 40 kinds of fish and a Low Country specialty, sort of a chunky
chicken salad done crab cake style but encrusted in pecans and dumped in
the fryer long enough to brown the outside and warm the inside and served
over greens! That was FINE!
... our thanks to the management and staff of the Landmark Resort for a
fantastic week!

A Reunion of Firsts!
Each year the Reunion Officers try very hard to site and produce a Reunion
extravaganza better than the last. This year's effort led by Stu Sturdevant and
his committees certainly did all that. Commendations and applause are due
all the way around!
Due to serendipity perhaps, this year's effort included many many Reunion
firsts! Without naming names for the most part, some of these firsts follow:
The first time a Hofer brought his dad as a guest!
The first time we have gone to a hotel featuring 14 different pools.
One grand-daughter assured me she had swum in all of them!
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The first time a group dinner was held at a VFW, and featured Fassbier,
Wieners and Weisswurst!
The first time we have had newly weds attending. At our ages, 120 days
counts as newly wed.
The first Reunion right on the beach and the first Reunion that began during
a "Bike Week".

just one of tens of thousands!

The first time we have had a visitor from another unit (602nd Giebelstadt) to
see how we organized our efforts. When I opened the door into the ball room
where our buffet was being served, his eyes got as big around as half
dollars! He had no idea we were that large a group even though he had been
told of our size in our emails. We have offered him any assistance needed to
help grow his own organization.
The first time an attending member was taken away in an ambulance. He's
fine now, by the way.
I think this was the first time two other military groups were meeting in the
same hotel as ours at the same time... the 709th MP's from Frankfurt
Germany and the 42nd Sea-bees, who ended up in Nagasaki after the end of
WW II.
The first time a female member was nominated to the Board of Directors.
The first time rosters were delivered in the welcome packages to all attending
members and
The first time members received commemorative beer mugs and the first
time we offered the ladies their own Reunion t-shirts designed to fit them, not
the guys! (With MANY compliments from the ladies!)
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but they didn't look quite like this one!

The first time we had Fassbier and the first time we had Kulmbacher Bier!
EKU 28 im Fass and Kulmbacher Edelherb im Flashcen in the Hospitality
Room!
For the first time we had not just one but two US Marines in attendance.
And more...
For the first time, a Dependant spoke at our Buffet...
The first time that a daughter reduced the group to tears and
the first time a daughter got a standing ovation for her short talk,
made damn near off-the-cuff from notes she had made on the back of a
baggage claim ticket.
Her prepared talk arrived the next day with her bags. That's how we all met
the Cryptodude-daughter!

For the first time at our Fly-by Memorial Service we had a multi-service Honor
Guard representing almost everybody who ever served or was stationed at
Hof... the Army, the Air Force, the Luftwaffe, the civilians and the dependents
were all represented.
And the first Green Beret, in uniform, as part of the Honor Guard,
representing all US Army forces who ever served in Hof.
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Our first Native American in tribal dress as part of the Fly-by, sounding a
single drum-beat as each name was called. Joey has assisted before but not
in his tribal regalia!
And the absolutely very first Reunion wedding proposal, made in front of
EVERYBODY after dinner!
She never saw it coming! But she still said YES!

Yes... he IS on his knee in front of her... and all of us!
photos by Jerry Middendorf.

You can watch the whole thing here:

http://multiply.com/gv/HTAqSWUOt+UNUcB4yoYXbw?xurl=http%3A%2F%2Fmultiply.com%2F
courtesy of Tom Mikloiche

And the first time we had so many ladies (and guys too) in German Costume
for Oktoberfest.
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There is lots more to write about and many more people to say thank you to,
but I have to leave some kind of material for Don for next week!
I would like to personally thank David Sallinger, our printer/publisher for his
extended effort to print and deliver the rosters for the initial handouts at
Registration. He couldn't stay due to family needs but was able to meet the
entire BOD for the first time on Sunday!
This is Dave on the right and Phil Murray on the left... your Bi-Annual Hof
Connection Newsletter publishing team!

And to wrap up the whole thing, courtesy of Rosie Queen... the following
photo show: http://photoshow.comcast.net/watch/Ih6Za5MP

A suggestion to all nearing Social Security!
If you haven't checked, aren't sure or are near the magic age of SSA payments.... see this site
http://www.ssa.gov/retire2/military.htm a notice from SSA to make sure your Military Pay is
properly credited to your Social Security payments.

The Chief goes East!
On a blustery, cold spring day in March, 1961, Arden Lemley, Ed Shoemacher and Lonnie
Henderson arrived at Rhein Main AB, Germany, full of vim and vigor and ready to combat the
pinko Commie aggressors who were trying to destroy our Way of Life and Mom's Apple Pie.
We had finished the basic Russian class at Indiana U., spent our time in Purgatory at
Goodbuddy in San Angelo, had our fill of roast goat meat while there, and were looking
forward to singlehandedly whupping a few Reds. We had been enthralled by tales of
derring-do, and a couple of derring-donts, related to us by the old timers in our class, three
or four 3-stripers and a couple of SSgts who had "been there, done that." Of of course, they
couldn't discuss anything classified, but we kinda got the idea. Goodbuddy filled in a few of
the blanks.
But I digress.
We processed in at Rhein Main and waited around a few days anticipating our journey on to
Hof. We knew Hof was somewhere in Germany near the border, but that's all we knew.
Unfortunately, the doofus arranging our transportation knew even less than we did. He kept
insisting that there was no unit in Hof, and that our orders said we were going to APO 057 (I
think that was the APO), which, to him, meant a small AF weather unit at Grafenwoehr. We
had no idea where, or what, Grafenwoehr was, but we knew we didn't want to go there. We
insisted that there was a unit at Hof, it was the 6915th Radio Squadron Mobile, and we knew
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it was there because we had met people who had actually served there. After some time, we
finally convinced the guy, who was an A1C with 43 years TIG, that there was a Hof, and he
sent us on our way, train tickets in hand.
What he didn't tell us is that there would be no food on that train. So off we went, heading
eastward, toward the pleasure palace of northern Bavaria, affectionately referred to as
"Bavarian Siberia" by the intelligentsia.
As the train chugged its way eastward, we became hungrier and hungrier, and after a bit, a
little apprehensive. What if we were on the wrong train? What if this train was taking us to
the real Siberia? What if the Rooskies got us and made us talk, since "they had their vays?"
We became more and more certain that we were going to get captured and the free world
would certainly fall after we told them all we knew. But we weren't going to make it easy. We
figured we could hold out for at least fifteen minutes, unless they offered us food.
But I digress again. This whole narrative is about food, not pinko commie aggression and
our efforts to maintain freedom for the western world.
After what seemed to be hours of travel, changing trains somewhere en-route, and again
knowing that we were by now deep inside Soviet territory, we were almost overcome by
hunger. At one of the stops somewhere along the line, one of our more astute members
noticed that a vendor was selling something from a push cart, that people were buying
something from him and eating what they bought, so it must be food. By then we didn't care
what it was. Ed had already eaten the tongue of his left shoe and Arden was chewing on his
hat. I figured I could last another hour or so before resorting to cannibalism.
At any rate, seeing this vendor and deducing that he was selling food, one of us ventured
out. Knowing absolutely no German, he held up three fingers. Also knowing nothing about
the value of German money, he simply held out a handful of bills and coins. The vendor gave
him three items, took most of the handful of money, and we ravenously ate whatever it was.
That was our very first bratwurst.
And we probably paid at least ten dollars apiece for them.
Lonnie
Thanks to Lonnie for his many many contributions to the weekly update! And thanks also
the the considerable number of Hofers that have written of their own experiences and
adventures in the past 4 years. Your names are legend, as are your adventures.
And thanks for many things to the Cryptodude!

Via Don Riverkamp.
CONGRATULATIONS TO JOHNNIE & WILMA ADAMS ON CELEBRATING "55" YEARS OF
MARRIAGE ON SATURDAY, OCTOBER 17TH, 2009 !!

I have received many thank-you notes from many of you. This one sort of sums them all up.
Hi Jerry,
Sorry I didn't get to this sooner. And even sorrier that I was unable
to make it to Myrtle Beach, see you again and tell you personally what a
loss it is to the Hof Reunion Association in you retiring as secretary.
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You have done a fabulous job which also helped to keep everyone together
and in touch. I also enjoyed our banter regarding various episodes at
(and before) Hof regarding NEO, facility destruction, Cops and Ops,
etc. You can rest assured that I, along with other members, have really
appreciated all you've done. Hopefully my medical problems will not
keep me from Branson next year, and seeing you and many other good
friends once again. So here's to wishing you well - I'll certainly drink to that!
Mac
Robert A. McAuliffe

OBITUARY
NARON, Karin Prediger, born July 22, 1944, in Hof, Germany, passed away Friday, October 3,
2008, after a brave and lengthy battle with cancer. Her Memorial Service will be held Monday,
October 6, 2008, at 5 p.m. at Alabama Heritage Funeral Home, with visitation beginning at 3
p.m. She was preceded in death by her sister, Marion Froehlich, and her brother, Rudolf
Prediger. She is survived by her husband of 45 years, Herman Leroy Naron; her daughters,
Priscilla (Marty) Teel, Marion (Jeff) Hale; granddaughters, Kendall and Karlee Teel; her
sisters, Elisabeth (Richard) Zimmermann, Daniela (Uwe) Roth and Gabriele Rafalski. Karin
was a devoted mother and grandmother who loved spending time with her family, especially
her granddaughters, who always made her smile and who adored her in return. She also
loved to visit the beautiful mountains in her native Germany and cooking the traditional
cuisine, a talent which she passed on to her daughters and granddaughters. Other passions
of hers were working in her garden, a labor of love which gave her strength and tranquility,
and collecting decorative plates. She touched many hearts with her bubbly personality even
during her illness. She was loved and will be missed by her family and all of her many
friends. We would like to send special thanks to her wonderful caregivers and VistaCare
Hospice for the loving care shown to her and her family during this difficult time. Honorary
pallbearers will be Marty Teel, Jeffrey Hale, Roger Horton, Frederick W. Paine, William
Stephens, Jr., Bobby Peacock
Khalid Matin,. Alabama Heritage Director.

In spite of his loss, Herman Naron attended the Hof Reunion in Myrtle Beach.
He wanted to be with and among his many friends in his time of very
personal sorrow.
>From the crowded desk of the Adjutant, who once again demonstrated his
incredible organizational skills at the Reunion!
two (actually three, combined) updates
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Post Script
Sir William Stephenson, wrote in his book, "A Man Called Intrepid":
“Perhaps a day will dawn when tyrants can no longer threaten the liberty of any people, when
the functions of all nations, however varied their ideologies, will be to enhance life, not to
control it. If such a condition is possible, it is in a future too far distant to foresee. Until that
safer, better day, the democracies will avoid disaster, and possibly total destruction, only by
maintaining their defenses.”
Stephenson, a Canadian, was the WW II head of the British Security Coordination, based in
NYC and was responsible for the coordination of all British, Canadian and US intel efforts
and training of agents and communication with them. He apparently was the inspiration for
the fictional character James Bond in the Fleming series.
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Epilogue:
Quite a few have asked what I will be doing with my soon to be copious amounts of free time
now that Don has taken over the duties of Secretary. My dance card is already filling up. I
hope to work on my Glossary of GI Hofersprache, apparently a never ending process, to work
with Gary Dempsey on his "Hof Timeline" and to possibly incorporate it into the website
along with the story of Kingsley and how the Kaserne came to be named for him. I would like
to work again with Barry on the web-site, getting more and more of the many pictures
collected into their proper years with their proper stories. I picked up an "assignment" from
Robert Hoerath in MB to contact and work with a group of advanced degree students from
John Hopkins on the... meaning and impact, if you will, of the Cold War on our lives. My initial
impressions of this challenge are interesting and I will be contacting many of you for input
and contributions.
There is also a grand-daughter locally to spend more time with on Tuesdays and
Wednesdays, our designated baby-sitting days and just recently a new-to-me touring type
motorcycle has joined the older cruiser in the garage and cries to me constantly to be ridden,
and ridden and ridden. There are also books to read, blogs to follow and the continual saga
of Hof and it's people to research and write about.
Also a lawn to cut and leaves to rake, more wood to split and eventually, a driveway to clear
snow from. Not to mention a complete Extra Class Amateur Radio Station, WC8R, in the
basement waiting for the first sun spots of the new cycle to appear and offer new countries
to contact!
I will never ever forget the many many people, German and American, of a time and a place
called Hof! Thank you all for the last four years, probably the four most interesting and
creative 4 years of my life, and thanks to my ever-suffering wife, Pat, who put up with it all for
those same years and who thankfully joined me 44 years ago for a 3 year plus honeymoon in
Oberfranken.
Thank you all!
Jerry Mangas
Secretary 2004-2008
Hof Reunion Association

"A Green Dragon Sunset"
Lancaster County, PA
photo by Pat Mangas
That's all, Folks!
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